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IIIIINTRODUCTION

It all began in Kumbalangi, a beautiful coastal village near

Ernakulum, in 2004 to celebrate the Second International Year of Rice,

120 people representing 57 organisations from 10 rice growing states

came together for a workshop to understand and celebrate our rice

heritage. Ironically this celebration originated because 2004 was

designated as the Second International Year of Rice , in Switzerland ,

where rice scientists, biotechnology companies and experts gathered

to discuss the status of paddy rice in Asia.

This gathering in Kumbalangi decided to celebrate rice in its

cradle. The brainstorming and sharing resulted in what is called the

Kumbalangi declaration. As a result of the resolution of the

participants the Save Our Rice campaign was launched to protect

paddy rice in India.

The Campaign was launched in 2004, the Second

International Year of Rice, in Kumbalangi, Kerala. The Campaign is

coordinated by Thanal and CREATE. The campaign began in four states

- Tamilnadu, Kerala, Karnataka, and West Bengal, and is coordinated

by partners in these states. Now the Campaign has taken roots in

Chhattisgarh as well with rice diversity blocks and seed banks.

Seed

Seed has been one of the primary focus areas of the Save Our

Rice (SOR) Campaign due to its importance in reviving the paddy culture.

One of the important activities of the Campaign has been creation of

Rice Diversity Blocks(RDBs) and seed banks, owned and operated by

farmers or farmers’ groups in the community at the Panchayat level

and rice resource centres. In the previous years the Campaign has

successfully revived and multiplied many traditional paddy seeds.

This is part of the process of mainstreaming traditional seeds back

into paddy farming and into the food culture.

Rice based cropping system

Rice campaign has been working actively to discourage mono

cropping of paddy and revive integrated multi crop farming system in
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the rice ecosystems. Rice based cropping system can be described as

a mix of farming practices that comprises of rice as the major crop

followed by subsequent cultivation of other crops. Inter-cropping of

rice and other compatible crops is also widely practiced in many

regions. Various rice based cropping systems have been reported from

different parts of India ranging from rice-rice-rice to rice followed by

different cereals, pulses, oil seeds, vegetables and fibre crops. In many

traditional paddy regions, paddy land has been giving way to other

cash crops as well as other uses. In Kerala and Tamilnadu the Campaign

team has been working to create awareness about the impacts of this

conversion along with various stake holders.

Organic rice for health

Rice is our staple diet and in the south and east of India

people eat rice thrice a day in various forms.  Since the last two-three

decades we have been mainly eating polished white rice from few

high yielding varieties of paddy.  This is reported to cause numerous

health issues. Pesticide use in paddy is also quite high and around

17% of the pesticides used in the country goes into paddy. 

One of the major efforts of the Rice Campaign has been to

promote organic rice, primarily through holding rice melas. Through

these melas traditional rice and numerous products made from

traditional rice and information about the properties of these varieties

has reached thousands of consumers. Many farmers in the southern

states have benefited through these rice melas because it has enabled

them to get a good price for their rice variety. They have also been

recognized and appreciated by consumers, media, and scientists. 

PADDY

As part of the Campaign we have been bringing out a periodic

publication and awareness material called PADDY. PADDY has featured

the Campaign work, issues related to paddy cultivation, pesticide

use, and the various journeys to meet the farmers. Here we have

compiled some key articles from PADDY across the years from 2008

onwards. The articles are divided into four major sections.

Section 1 titled Journeys comprises of articles that we have

written about the Campaign (an overview) and the various journeys

undertaken by the Campaign Coordination team to visit farmers and

see the work across the different states. Giving perspectives of the
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people and the work these are snapshots of the Campaign in the

different states.

Section 2 titled Paddy Ecosystems has articles featuring

diverse paddy eco systems, various components related to paddy

ecosystems from water to pesticides, key policies on paddy ecosystem

and various studies and research projects undertaken to understand

the paddy eco system in the Campaign areas.

Section 3 called Seed touches upon the primary focus area of

the Campaign- seed. The Campaign began with working on seed and

continues to have its primary focus on traditional paddy seed

conservation. The articles range from the rice diversity block in Kerala

to the annual seed festival in Tamil Nadu that has become an event in

the Tamil Nadu farmer calendar to seed work in Karnataka. There are

also articles written for PADDY by experts on issues pertaining to

seed laws and seed conservation.

Section 4, the last section titled Food, talks about rice as

food. Food is a relatively new focus in the Campaign and it has evolved

from our understanding that ecologically bio diverse paddy

conservation is also dependant on diverse consumption. Therefore,

in the recent past marketing and consumers has become an important

activity in the Campaign.

These articles are only a small selection of what PADDY has

carried over 10 years and all the paddy editions can be accessed free

and read on the Save Our Rice Campaign website www.indianrice

campaign.org.

We thank all the authors who have contributed these articles

and once again acknowledge our gratitude for sharing their knowledge

so freely.

Usha S

 Nov 1, 2017,    National Coordinator,

Thiruvananthapuram  Save Our Rice Campaign
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The Campaign background and
the journeys

I believe that a revolution can begin from
this one strand of straw. Seen at a

glance, this rice straw may appear light
and insignificant. Hardly anyone would
believe that it could start a revolution.
But I have come to realize the weight
and power of this straw. For me, this

revolu tion is very real.

Masanobu Fukuoka
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SAVE OUR RICE -THE CAMPAIGN,
THE WORK AND LOOKING AHEAD….

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty with inputs from Usha S

How it all began!

 We began the Save Our Rice campaign at Kumbalangi in

2004 , the second international year of rice with a pledge to conserve

ecologically bio-diverse rice ecosystems and traditional paddy

varieties and promote traditional rice among consumers. Many groups

and people working on sustainable agriculture gathered in the scenic

village of Kumbalangi to resolve to “save our rice”.

The Campaign partners who began the work (and continue

into its tenth year) are Thanal in Kerala, CREATE in Tamilnadu and

Sahaja Samrudha in Karnataka. The campaign decided to focus on

ecologically bio diverse paddy farming, revival of paddy seeds, policy

framework for conservation of paddy lands, revival of paddy culture

and pesticide free paddy cultivation. The Campaign took off in each

state in a different form, and different threads of work flourished. In

retrospect, the campaign and the campaigners co-evolved through

successes of some initiatives, learnt from the failures of some other

threads of work and were many times led by external drivers and

challenges.

 Since the first meeting almost ten years back the Campaign

has achieved many goals, it brought the idea of traditional paddy

seeds into the consciousness of people and state governments in the

campaign states, it has succeeded in generating interest amongst

1000s of paddy farmers to grow traditional paddy. The Campaign has

created many replicable models of paddy land conservation,

ecologically biodiverse and economically sustainable organic paddy

cultivation and large scale seed conservation.
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Paddy land protection

In Kerala, where the crisis of paddy land conversion for non

paddy farming and non agriculture use of land was ( and continues to

be) an acute problem , the focus was protection of paddy and wetlands.

Various stakeholders including the government, civil society, farmers

groups and many others came together and had many discussions,

debates, consultations about the need for wetland conservation. Also

the emerging water and food crisis in Kerala and awareness creation

by civil society along with involvement of policy makers resulted in

the paddy land protection act in Kerala. The Campaign was one of the

stakeholders involved in the process from the civil society.

The paddy land act was promulgated in Kerala , however, the

implementation of the Act is very challenging and paddy lands continue

to be converted for non agricultural and/or non paddy uses. It is a

constant process to sensitize the public and the powers that be that

protection of paddy lands is absolutely essential.

On the seed front the paddy seed conservation efforts along

with harvest festivals, rice melas, yatras, have resulted in widespread

awareness about traditional rice varieties and the need for traditional

paddy conservation and promotion. Demand for traditional rice is

also increasing among the consumers. This has created a ripple effect

where many organizations, educated young people , even celebrities

have got involved in the revival of the lost food culture based on

paddy ecosystem in the state.

Seed diversity  blocks of Karnataka

In Karnataka, where the coordinating partner Sahaja

Samrudha had extensive prior experience in seed conservation work,

automatically the campaign veered towards seed conservation work.

One of the innovations in seed conservation work, introduced in

Karnataka by Sahaja Samrudha ,which has been picked up by many

farmers and numerous groups is creation of seed diversity blocks.

This entails cultivating many different traditional varieties in small

patches, separated from each other, in a small area.

The idea is to propagate many varieties of seeds and also

pick the best variety through selection. The seed diversity blocks and

the harvest day celebrations associated with them also had the

additional advantage that these proved to be excellent demo plots to
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observe and study the performance of many varieties. They also

motivated (and continue to motivate) many more farmers to grow

traditional varieties. Over the years these seed diversity blocks have

become an excellent method for conserving 100s of varieties in one

location at a very reasonable cost.

Another important development is the recognition of

traditional seeds by the agriculture department and the introduction

of the same through the seed supply system for the organic villages

initiative of the state government. The campaign has also motivated

many young farmers to become seed savers and experts on organic

rice cultivation.

The Nel Thiruvizha of Thiruvarur

In Tamilnadu the Campaign that began with multiplication

of a few varieties and training on organic paddy cultivation to

interested farmers took off in the form of an annual paddy seed festival.

The small seed mela that took birth in 2007, from a suggestion from

Nammalwar Ayya (organic agriculture scientist) with nine varieties

and a handful of farmers has now grown into one of the marquee

events of the rice calendar of the kaveri delta . The seed mela in May

2015 was attended by over 5000 farmers who took home seeds for

cultivation. Each farmer takes home two kilos of one variety of

traditional paddy seeds from over 140 varieties on offer. They sign a

pledge to grow the variety under organic conditions and return four

kilos of seed the next year. Over the years around 60% of the farmers

have been returning the seeds as promised. Many more have been

sharing these seeds with their neighbours, friends and relatives thereby

creating a multiplier effect , which the campaign hasn’t been able to

fully quantify.

Most of the traditional varieties are from Tamilnadu but there

are also many varieties from Kerala, Karnataka and some other states.

These varieties are produced, multiplied by the Campaign team

through the year so that it is ready during the seed festival in May.

This annual Nel thiruvizha (which means seed festival in Tamil) has

become a prominent event in the annual calendar of the paddy farmers

in the kaveri delta. Similar melas are being organized in many parts

of the state by other groups after observing how seeds inspire farmers.

Not only paddy seeds , traditional vegetable seeds are also being
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developed and shared among farmers by some groups in the network.

The Nel Thiruvizha also received recognition from the state government

, with the government department asking officials and farmers to attend

the seed mela in the last two years.

Naba diganto paddies of Sundarbans

In every state the campaign evolved organically, many times

our plans were in line and sometimes we found ourselves following

the evolution. More often than not we found that a judicious

combination of planning and coordinating at the national campaign

secretariat along with being responsive to ground realities and the

external situation was the right combination for an optimal approach

in each region.

 It was in 2010, we ventured into West Bengal, after having

worked in the three southern states of Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu

and the eastern state of Orissa.

 It is in West Bengal that we found the ground (literally and

figuratively) ripe and ready for creating ecologically bio-diverse paddy

eco-systems. The southern states where the campaign is working are

all highly developed and the farmers have relatively larger land

holdings except in Kerala. In the Sunderbans area of West Bengal, the

land holdings of the farmers, we found, were extremely small, most

people had 1-2 bighas of lands (approximately 33-66 cents). The rice

farmers were looking for a sustainable livelihood and viable income

from their small parcels of land. This was exactly the challenge the

Campaign hoped to address. The farmers were also poor and had low

resources. A couple of innovative farmers along with the Campaign

team came up with the idea that they need to reintroduce the traditional

mixed farming system with paddy vegetables, small farm animals, a

pond and fisheries.

 Over the last few years over a 100 farmers across three

villages have taken up this model . The key here is that in an area

where farmers were previously using high amounts of pesticide , with

almost no precautions and scarce understanding about the quantity

to use, organic farming with traditional paddy varieties under an

ecologically bio-diverse system is catching on. Most farmers have

reported over all increase in productivity and more income.
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From seed to food

The journey that began with training farmers in cultivating

traditional paddy under organic/natural methods has traversed a

long way with many learnings and realizations. One of our first

realizations was that farmers were inspired by seed. It brought back

memories of the seeds their parents or grandparents used, memories

of favourite foods - payasams or aval or bhaat made with traditional

varieties- and it inspired awe and the desire to revive and promote

the varieties .

 This theme or motif has repeated itself in state after state,

with farmer after farmer, slowly but steadily. Many farmers regretfully

don’t try traditional seeds citing economic constraints or

unavailability of land or fear of taking risks or changing from their

current mode. However, most farmers love the idea of  these seeds and

the revival. Many , who have grown it without much expectations have

been pleasantly surprised with the climate resilience of many

traditional varieties. Anecdotal evidence has come in from various

farmers about their crops withstanding drought and/or flood whereas

the modern HYVs (high yielding varieties) are unable to withstand

climate vagaries.

 However, once the campaign succeeded in propagating,

promoting and conserving seeds we realized that (it is

commonsensical, however, some things strike us when it actually

happens) this shift to traditional varieties of rice can continue and

spread only if traditional rice varieties are adopted by consumers.

So,what we need is memories of these rices to be invoked

and/ or new habits with these traditional varieties have to be created

among consumers. An environmentalist had famously said that as

forest eco systems are best preserved by leaving them untouched,

agro ecosystems can be preserved only by eating the diversity. We

will only grow what we eat! So true, after the initial enthusiasm of

rediscovering these seeds, the farmers associated the Campaign and

the Campaign team realized that we need people to love and consume

these rices as the farmers love to grow them.

 The campaign in Karnataka, which was way ahead in seed

saving took the lead in organizing rice melas. The melas held initially

in Bangalore and then in other cities featured all the rices, raw and
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cooked. Farmers came for the mela to sell their stock and talk to the

customers. Cooking demos and tasting sessions were held. Slowly the

traditional rices are being picked up by many urbanites who haven’t

previously tried these. This is a regular endeavour to create more

awareness about traditional rices , thereby generating demand and

consequently more farmers growing it.

Similarly traditional food festivals in Tamilnadu and Kerala

have generated a lot of interest among students , ordinary consumers

, hoteliers and media and the idea is being picked up by many more

groups .

 Looking ahead

 As we look forward to the tenth year of the Campaign , we

realize that much more needs to be achieved . Having said that, we are

gratified to note that the campaign has had a multiplier effect and

spread beyond the partner groups and first level participants . We are

conserving over 1000 traditional paddy varieties across four states.

We have tens of thousands of farmers growing these varieties using

organic methods. We have a growing rank of consumers who seek

unpolished traditional rices for their regular meals, sweets and snacks.

The state governments in the Campaign states are recognizing the

work and realizing the worth of conserving these varieties and their

importance in these times of impending climate change.

However, there is a long way to go. We need to build a robust

brand for our rices so that we can ensure quality and consistency to

consumers. We need to convert more consumers to consume

traditional rice , thereby, helping their health, ecosystem health and

farmer sustainability.

We also need to work very hard to eliminate the rampant use

of pesticides in paddy. Rice paddy cultivation does not require

pesticides; even the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)has

unequivocally stated it. However, most paddy farmers continue to use

pesticides causing enormous toxin load in the system. Paddy without

pesticides should become the prevailing paradigm.

Rice paddy lands in most rice growing states are under siege,

from industry and also from farmers, who want to move out of paddy

farming, which they feel is un-remunerative. Paddy lands are not only

agri-eco systems they are also wetlands and our precious water
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reservoirs. Most Indian states including the erstwhile water and rain

rich paddy growing states are faced with depleting water tables. In

this scenario , converting more paddy lands into non paddy use and

destroying the wetlands is seriously detrimental for our water security.

We need serious and immediate policy attention towards this.

We are also hoping to bring the eastern India paddy growing

states into the Campaign. This region of India is the cradle of rice ,

with rich diversity that is dwindling at a rapid pace. Seed and weland

conservation to preserve the rich rice heritage is an urgent need. As

mentioned in the editorial, more than anything else it is for the future

generations that the Campaign exists. These varieties and agrisystems

are their heritage and we owe it to them to protect and hand over that

legacy to them.

Source: http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

newsletter-no27-28-july-2015-75431326
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THROUGH KARNATAKA IN SEARCH OF
RICE SEEDS, FOOD AND FARMERS

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty

We began our journey, Usha from Trivandrum and me joining

her in Coimbatore, on the 19th of October with a detailed itinerary

provided by Seema of Save Our Rice Campaign, Karnataka. The first

stop in the journey was appropriately enough at Seema and Krishna

Prasad’s house, in Mysore, where we arrived at lunch time to be served

the delicious Rajamudi rice, the famed rice that has derived its name

because of its popularity with the erstwhile kings of Mysore. Later

while visiting the local outlet of Sahaja Samrudha , in Mysore we saw

the display of various traditional rices from different parts of

Karnataka, tempting us.However we restrained ourselves and were

amply rewarded during the rest of our travels: picking up various

traditional rices from different farmers, tasting our way through

delicious rice preparations of different regions, all made from

traditional rices, watching paddy fields with different hues of greens

and having intense conversations on rice enriched our journey .

It was a paddy rice feast, a journey that began to meet rice

farmers and seed savers also turned into a feast for the senses,

convincing us more than ever that rice conservation can happen only

if and when traditional rices are appreciated by rice –eaters for

healthful properties , taste and tradition!

Early the next morning we started from Mysore, after some

last minute problems that resulted in a change of driver, towards a

small town, Kirugavulu, mandya District, 50 kms from the elegant

Mysore city, which is where Syed Ghani Khan ( called Ghani)farms his

18 acres of land, conserves around 800 varieties of paddy and takes

care of 140 mango trees inherited from the times of Tipu Sultan. When

we landed there, behind schedule, we found a bunch of high school

children enthusiastically wading through the slush and mud of the

paddy fields. These children along with their two enthusiastic teachers
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from a local school in Mysore have been visiting Ghani’s farm as part

of a project to do one season of paddy farming . From varied

backgrounds the youngsters seemed to enjoy the slush, mud and

infected with Ghani’s enthusiasm .

While being shown around the paddy seed diversity blocks,

the patches creatively delineated with a rare paddy variety with red

leaves, thereby forming a natural visible boundary to demarcate the

different varieties, and the little cement rings within which the rarest

varieties (varieties for which Ghani had less than a handful of seeds

) were being grown out, we walked around observing the paddy growing

amidst the majestic trunks and branches of the mango trees reputed

to be over 200 years old.

Next on the agenda was a simple lunch of vegetable biriyani

made from an assortment of rices, a result of Ghani’s large variety of

paddies. By the time we reached the small grove to partake of the

lunch in large leaves , the teens had hungrily wolfed down their lunch

post their morning exertions.

Lunch and post lunch session was enlivened by conversations

with seed saver farmers who had come from nearby: Rechanna and

Srinivas. Each of them had an inspiring story leaving us humbled with

their commitment to traditional rices and their struggle to keep it

going.

From Kirigavulu we drove to Sivalli Taluk , in Mandya District,

to the home, museum, and the farm of Bore Gowda , the farmer who

released Siddha Sanna variety.

Since it was getting dark by the time we reached Bore Gowda’s

village , where we were directed to his home by the villagers , we

walked around the beautiful rice museum he has created on the top

floor of his family home . With a large wall mural depicting the village

, farming and farming activities forming a colourful backdrop, the

museum has rices and millets seeds displayed on tables and hanging

from the ceiling Then we walked across to his new-old home, a beautiful

traditional structure with pillars around a central courtyard with a

small attic, Seema (who knows Bore Gowda and family since many

years) was pleasantly surprised with the new addition to the family ,

a new born who arrived just a few weeks before our visit.

The family insisted on serving us dinner , which began with

what is called kashayam ( a concoction made with milk and assorted
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herbs , which are mixed and stored). After that we were served ragi

mudde (ragi is finger millet, ragi mudde is cooked ragi flour balls )

with sambar. This was followed by Siddha Sanna rice. Earlier in our

conversation with Bore Gowda he told us about how he found a

particular distinctive variety of rice in his field, selected , cultivated

and refined it further and this led to the farmer bred variety , now

popularly known as Siddha Sanna. He named it after his father

Siddhappa and mother Sannamma. Currently, this fine rice variety,

easy to cook, tasty, is the flavour among many traditional rice farmers.

They find it high yielding and it has a ready market.

An interesting thing we observed in his house was the cattle

shed which was positioned in the main house with a door from outside,

just behind the main bedroom; obviously the cows are an integral

part of the family. This was quite a surprise for me; I always thought

that cow sheds were never part of the main house.

After settling down at the famous Adi Chinchigiri mutt guest

house for the night , we set out the next morning towards Shimoga

through Tiptur, Kadur and Bhadravati. Seema left us to go back to

Mysore and Shanta Kumar (who was formerly the state coordinator of

SOR Karnataka and now in-charge of the organic village project, for

the villages allocated to Sahaja Samruddha, under the Organic Village

project of the Karnataka State government). Satish, the veteran driver

who came to ferry us through the rest of the journey, turned out to be

not only an expert driver but also a stubborn time keeper, herding us

from one meeting to another and making it possible not to be insanely

behind schedule.

TUNGA & BHADRA

 We passed by Tiptur, a major coconut exporting district that

offered us un-interrupted views of coconut trees, for both of us from

the Kerala, this was a familiar sight.  Then we crossed Arsikere, a dry

, dusty town and to Kadur through roads lined with beautiful lantana

plants with multi hued flowers.As we drove along, the dry areas began

to give way to lush paddy and sugar cane fields as we approached

Bhadravathi, on the banks of the river Bhadra. River Bhadra meets the

River Tunga , together to form the Tungabhadra. Bhadravathi is famous

for its paper mills. Incidentally, two days later we came near the
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Varada river, one of the tributaries of the bountiful Tungabadra river

which meanders through much of Karnataka.

Jyoti Prakash, a seed saver paddy farmer, was waiting for us

with his  family (wife and two children) along with other seed savers

of the area and a sumptuous lunch. We walked through his verdant

green paddy fields where he showed us his three and half acres with

Siddha Sanna, Karigalu Sanna and HMT, looking green and healthy.

Then we had what can be described as the most sumptuous lunch

during our whole journey bringing home to us the tastes of rice

varieties, the delicious dishes that can be prepared and the

inextricable link between rice farmers and rice eaters. Rice conservers

need rice lovers and vice versa.

However,without this breed of desi rice seed savers and in-

defatigable rice farmers, none of us who are experimenting and fall-

ing in love with desi rice varieties would have had the opportunity to

do so. But these farmer- seed savers need the rice lovers to keep con-

serving varieties. This understanding has been dawning on us since

sometime and that is the primary reason why the SOR campaign, which

originated with seed saving and paddy land protection, is moving

inexorably towards creating sustainable, vibrant markets for tradi-

tional rices. This was reflected in the conversations of the farmers

there who were battling to hold on their rice paddies in the face of

converting the lands to more lucrative arecanut groves or leasing the

land for ginger cultivation ( with very high usage of fungicides) for a

huge remuneration.

The delicious aromas from the food brought me out of these

musings. The lunch was a collective effort each farmer gathered there

brought one dish and I can’t but share the menu here. It was served in

leaf plates under the arecanut orchard alongside the glistening green

paddies. We began with a spicy sweet rasam like drink and then moved

to Puliyogarahe rice made of Siddha Sanna rice, with Sambar Budhi

made from the Karigajavalli ( the name reminded me of a fragrant

flower), with pappadam , believe it or not made from Siddha Sanna

rice , curd rice made from the incomparable chittika rice, and deli-

cious rice payasam made from Karigajavalli. Usha and I couldn’t

believe the amount we ate and then followed it up with buttermilk to

facilitate digestion.
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 The conversation during lunch and post lunch went from

food to health to markets. We heard anecdotes about Rajesh, one of

the farmers in the group, who has had a speech deficiency since birth

and has seen tremendous improvement after eaing the medicinal

njavara rice regularly. Jyoti Prakahs’s wife shared her experience of

eating traditional varieties while carrying her second child , who she

feels is in better health that her elder one. All these farmers eat the

traditional rice varieties they grow, which is not the practice with

conventional farmers who sell their crop in full and buy rice from the

market.

Farmers expressed that they need better prices to make a

comparable livelihood near a city and economic pressures on them

are tremendous with their village being so close to the city. Mallikarjun

who runs and organic store in Shimoga was very vehement that the

SOR campaign should have some plans to keep these paddy farmers

from converting to arecanut, which is irreversible and extermly

damaging.He also suggested that marketing and awareness creation

is required in smaller towns to grow the organic market and market

for traditional rices.

 From the farm to the Organic farming research Station,

Navelle in where the scientists showed us around their seed diversity

block of 180 seeds , many of them procured from SOR farmers. From

there to Mallikarjun’s organic shop was another short ride across the

river. Located in the heart of Shimoga city, the shop is an attempt by

Mallikarjun, formerly a staff of Sahaja Samruddha, along with a

friend, to introduce organic food and traditional rices in a small

town. It is a daunting and challenging task with people being wary of

the higher prices and not being fully convinced of the merits of organic,

desi etc… We bought some lovely brown Sidda Sanna rice from there.

Source: http://thanal.co.in/resource/view/paddy-october-2014-

64381923
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THROUGH KARNATAKA IN SEARCH OF
RICE SEEDS, FOOD AND FARMERS- Part 2

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty

Shikaripur- an extraordinary farmer and a wonderful family !

From Bhadravati it was almost a two hour drive to Nandish’s

home in Shikaripur (the name sounds straight out a hunting story).

Nandish is a prominent  organic rice farmer known for his path

breaking approach ( legume logic and other new experiments ) and we

were looking forward to seeing his farm, home and experiencing his

lifestyle. Our visit with him and his lovely family, his farm was all

that we had heard and more.

A natural farmer, a practicing healer , with a lovely traditional

home and a life style rooted in the tenets of natural methods rooted in

their culture, Nandish and his young family were a revelation and

kindled hope within us for the future. The visit was about innovative

farming experiments, natural food habits and numerous rice

delicacies. Looking back, delicious rice based foods was one of the

highlights of each day, despite the fact that Usha and I did not plan for

it or think about it actively when we set out, it was truly an unexpected

bonus of our journey, which reinforced our thoughts and ideas to

improve traditional rice marketing and taking it widely to urban

consumers.

The next day, early in the morning, Aarti (Nandish’s wife)

provided us with small bowls of rice from the night before, mixed in

butter milk and chopped onions.  Nandish exhorted us to try it and

told us that old rice eaten like this first thing in the morning is excellent

for health, even better, he said, was the water in which it was kept

overnight. Along with it was a bowl of sprouted peanuts, green gram

and bengal gram. Fortified by this wonderful time-tested power food

the three of us set out to see the farm, the laboratory of his experiments.
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He explained each of his trials, experiments in detail with the results

he got, his assumptions and his plans for other experiments ( Nandish’s

article on legume logic was featured in PADDY of October 2011)

The Varada river basin beckons – land of red rice

After a breakfast of rice adai and idlis we set out to visit a

new seed bank in Soraba, started by Sahaja Samruddha under the

organic village project. It was inaugurated by Usha and the District

Agriculture Officer. The women farmers had created a beautiful fresh

flower arrangement for the seed bank, located in a  tiny building .

After the inauguration and a meal topped by rice payasam ( by then

we had become past masters in eating different varieties in rice in

large quantities  during every meal),  we were taken around the fields

of the farmers who were part of the Karnataka government’s organic

village initiative ( for which Sahaja Samruddha is the implementing

NGO in around 60 villages). The paddy seeds for the organic village

project are being purchased from the SOR seed savers, providing them

a steady source of income currently.  Many SOR farmers and seed

savers ( who are by now known organic farmers in their areas ) have

also been functioning as trainers and facilitators for hand holding

new farmers to begin organic paddy cultivation.

The organic village project in Karnataka hopefully will

become a conduit for mainstreaming of organic paddy farming and

uptake of more traditional rices, farmers are definitely interested in

traditional varieties. Once they become adept at growing it, they need

vibrant markets where the rice can be sold at a viable price. What the

SOR campaign and partner groups have to do is to explore more

innovative, collective and broad based strategies for building markets

in the three southern states where the traditional rice cultivation has

picked up.

From the seed bank we journeyed to Banavasi in Sirsi Taluka

to meet a group of farmer seed savers who began conserving traditional

deep water red rice varieties ( flood tolerant and salt resistant) in the

Varada river basin. These farmers from the famed Malnad region of

Karnataka began as a small group with the help of Sahaja and SOR.

Today the small group has grown to 200 growers and 300-350 acres

of land under these traditional varieties. They call themselves the

Malnad Rice Growers Association, proudly taking the name of their
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region which is famed for its beauty, fertility, bountiful rivers, rich

soil and proud history and heritage.

The 12 executive committee members including a lady

member were waiting for us. One of our problems in paddy farming,

most of our seed savers are men ,  is it because in this campaign we

have been working with landed farmers who can spare land, money

and time for the seed conservation, after managing their regular

farming activities?

The Association which began with the intention of seed

conservation today is a partner of Sahaja Organics and sends about

1-2 tonnes of red rice every month to them. In addition, they also sell

directly to organic stores in Hubli, Mysore and Shimoga.  The deep

water varieties that they grow include Karijaddu, Bilijaddu, and

Mahanavami Budda. Another variety of rice that they grow is Bangara

gundu, as of now it is not very popular. However, the farmers said that

it is excellent as first food for babies and  we should examine the

possibility of marketing this wonderful rice.

The conservation efforts  in the Varada river basin began, as

hybrids and HYVs do not grow well in the flood plains and these deep

water varieties naturally do well. According to the members of the

Association till two years back about 60% of the areas in their villages

was under deep water varieties and 40% under HYVs; now 95% of the

area is under deep water varieties.

They said that most of the deep water red rice varieties grown

by conventional farmers are sold in Kerala, similarly, they want to

explore selling their organic red rice also in Kerala. With a  bigger

market  they could expand the area under organic red rice. Every

meeting the theme which came up again and again was markets-

consistent, reliable, with a  good price- so that farmers can continue

organic traditional variety cultivation and conservation.

Gudavi sanctuary and goodbye to Shikaripur!

It was while returning from this meeting that we experienced

an amazing sight. Nandish who had accompanied us for the meetings

suggested that we should visit a small bird sanctuary nearby in Gudavi.

Located a little off our course back to Shikaripur from Banawasi, we

got there just before closing time.
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From the watch tower in the sanctuary we saw the amazing

sight of hundreds of thousands of birds bedding for the night. We

were lucky to be there in October which is breeding season, the

sanctuary though a small one is considered prominent in Karnataka

and has seen numerous birds.  The tree tops were completely covered

with birds, seen like puffs of cotton; we could only hear the cacophony

of different bird cries, feathers flying all around and the sound of

wings flapping furiously as darkness descended. The guard of the

sanctuary told us that most of these were migratory birds and in their

sojourn they stopped here and their main feeding lands were the

extensive paddy lands and adjacent greenery all around.  It was a yet

another validation of one of primary pillars of the campaign:  paddy

fields are not merely economic systems, they are first and foremost

ecosystems that are crucial for the existence of many species including

us.

After that magnificent sight, we returned to yet another

delicious rice based meal. This time it was delicious rice rotis,

dexterously made with help from Nandish’s neighbour dropped in to

help Aarti. Combined with vegetables and chutnis of various hues it

was a delight. The next morning we took leave of that wonderful family

who taught us many lessons about leading a wholesome life, waved

away by an almost tearful Vardhita (Nandish’s 3 year old daughter

who thrives on entertaining guests).

Seed savers

Our next stop was Chinnikatti village in Bedige Taluk, Haveri

District, where we were slated to meet expert seed saver farmers like

Shrinik Raju, Bujibalappa and other farmers in their village. They

explained to us their time tested method for seed selection.

Once in three years they choose a day two weeks before harvest

and  go to the fields early in the morning before nine and  stand facing

the sun and keenly observe the plants. At that time they are able to

locate stray varieties that are removed or sometime conserved to

grow out later.  Then they choose good ear heads that are not afflicted

by pests or disease, have large number of grains in the panicle ( 300-

350 for a good ear head in the case of  Gandhasale and Dodda baddha

in the case of Bilidada budhe it is 200-250 grains per ear head)  check
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for the number of tillers, plants that haven’t lodged  and harvest about

10-15 kilos for seed selection.

In their region they celebrate a festival called Bhoomi

Hunnime, which occurs just before Diwali, this is for the earth goddess.

The farming families prepare Karibudhi, Bilibudhi , Kumbalangi

kadubu ( a preparation made with pumpkins) and other food items . In

all 15-20 items are prepared and  the farm families proceed with the

food to the farm. The offerings are made to the earth goddess and then

the food is eaten.  Shrinik Raju mentioned  that these offerings also

have an ecological purpose as birds come in large numbers to eat the

food and also eat the pests in the paddy fields , thereby resulting in a

round of pest cleanup.

Among other things we visited the local school , listened to

the farmers about millet cultivation and processing and also the new

business of growing vegetable saplings in green houses. This is a

common feature in many villages, many new agri-business

opportunities are emerging and the farmers are ready to try them for

a better cash income. The need for a steady and fairly good cash

income has become the overriding need of farming families what with

the high cost of education , health care and the new consumer

aspirations that have reached most of the villages. This was  followed

with lunch of traditional rice varieties but also accompanied by maize

bhakris and lovely chutnis made from flax seeds and ground nuts.

To meet Anjaneya at Davengere

From there to Anjaneya’s farm in Kumbaluru village,

Davengere was a hot ride , Anjaneya was waiting to meet us and took

us to his fields. Davengere is one of the more prosperous agriculture

districts with more than 80% of the land under irrigation. Consequently,

the pressure for high yields and the lure of high input commercial

agriculture renders most farmers unwilling to try low input organic

agriculture. This is a constant pressure Anjaneya and his fellow organic

farmers’ experience.

We drove to Anjaneya’s fields where he led us enthusiastically

and took  a handful of  lovely soil and showed us the earthworms  and

showed the urad plants bordering them, which  add to soil fertility (

through nitrogen fixation) and also provides enough urad for
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household use. His enthusiasm was infectious, he told us about using

green manure crops ( picked up from Nandish) to improve soil fertility.

When we gathered in Anjaneya’s house  with a few other

organic rice farmers from the area, the discussions again veered to

markets and better prices  for traditional rices. Since the village lies

very close to the city, the cost of living was high and the farmers

reiterated that they need good prices to be able to sustain traditional

rice cultivation. Anjaneya’s family had prepared a lovely snack called

oggadu mandakki ( popped rice) made from Dodda batha rice.

Sahaja organics and Desi seeds- The new direction

From here began the last leg of our journey to Bangalore

where we met the team at Sahaja Organics which has emerged as one

of the large wholesalers dealing with organic traditional rices. We

met with the CEO of Sahaja Organics Somesh. Sahaja Organics has

been promoting traditional rice varieties and has been ( as part of the

SOR campaign) been able to popularize many of these varieties .

Rajamudi rice is one of their success stories , which is in high demand.

Similarly Gandhasale , a scented variety has also become exceedingly

popular. They may also begin supplying  traditional rices to online

retailers.

However, the discussion also highlighted a contradiction;

the number of retailers for organic food and traditional rices is

increasing but the number of farmers is not increasing. Also there are

other supply bottle necks, issues with certification , insufficient prices

etc. Somesh added that there is a need to ensure consistent and steady

supply of popular varieties, if the varieties are not consistently

available people lose interest. Also , there is a  case for constant

conversion and introduction of new people to traditional rices. He

said that on one hand the prices need to be reasonable to attract more

customers, on the other hand, the supply chain is so scattered that

the transportation cost of getting the rices to the retail end is

staggeringly high.

After Sahaja organics, we met  with Praveen of the Desi seed

company which is another offshoot of Sahaja and working along with

the SOR campaign.  The seed company is in the process of developing

seed plots ( and in many cases has already established) to try out

various traditional rice varieties ( like Rajamudi, Gandhashale, HMT,
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Njavara) in different geographies, in the southern states . Praveen

said this is an important step to ensure the suitability and viability of

the seed in various climatic and geographic zones before these are

produced and sold widely. He said that there was a need to set up a

Save Our Rice brand for traditional rice and seed varieties to assure

quality.

The journey in search of rice, farmers and seeds ended  at the

home of the artist who had visualized and designed the SOR campaign

logo, the woman farmer bending over the paddy field. Dhanraj had

also painted the images related to the Kumbalangi convention and

other images used in the campaign.  Coincidentally,  he is currently

working on a series on paddy fields, splashes of bright green ,

interspersed with streaks of dark green, and golden yellow the vision

is emerging .  Having grown up amidst Kerala, paddy fields are part of

Dhanraj’s subconscious and the colours and images flow  naturally.

After a last glance at the lovely paintings emerging out of the talented

artist’s brush, we ended our rice trail……to continue in another state,

another time.

Source: Paddy N0.26 January 2015
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SAVE OUR RICE – THE KERALA
EXPERIENCE REVIVING INDIGENOUS
SEEDS, PROTECTING PADDY-WETLANDS

Sridhar R, Leneesh K

Once a blessed land – even called the God’s own country – the

State of Kerala, a small narrow strip of land locked between the

magnificent Western Ghats and the historically significant Arabian

Sea was  secure in the lap of its bountiful nature. The 44 rivers that

flow through its nearly 700 km stretch, its 3000 mm of annual rainfall

not only replenished the lakhs of lakes, ponds and wells, but also the

vast stretches of paddy wetlands. Even as late as 1970’s this  picture

was intact. The data showed more than 8 lakh ha of paddy wetlands

fed a major part of the population of the State, and helped maintain

the water table of most of the state. Dark regions of water shortage

were never known.

By 2004, the year we started the Save our Rice Campaign, the

area under paddy cultivation had diminished to a dangerously low 2

lakh ha. The immediate need was to start a campaign to ensure the

protection of atleast the wetlands that remained. A preliminary look

at data across other states showed that most states were slowly

mirroring the Kerala story of converting food crop lands for industry,

real-estate and other urban infrastructure. This we felt was a crisis in

the making and had to be addressed through  serious civil society and

farmer community intervention. This was one of the reasons why we

launched the Save our Rice Campaign.

Kerala is also blessed with very rich agro-biodiversity.

According to available data, more than 3000 land races of paddy

were cultivated in Kerala, at the turn of the last century. But, the green

revolution and introduction of high yielding varieties (HYVs) combined

with a purposive policy shift to discourage farmers from cultivating

indigenous varieties soon wiped out more than 90% of the land races
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of paddy from the rice landscape of the state. Rarely did one find a

farmer cultivating indigenous varieties, the only exception being  the

tribal paddy farming in Wayanad.

In 2004, when the world was celebrating the Second

International Year of Rice (ironically for pushing the next generation

of technologies in seeds – the GM Crops), we launched the Save our

Rice Campaign, as a counter. The launch workshop – the Indian

Workshop on Rice was held at Kumbalangi in Kerala, a predominantly

paddy wetland area in the famous Pokkali cultivation area.

After the initial period of exploration and campaigns through

meetings and workshop, two streams of work clearly emerged in Kerala.

One, that led to the revival of indigenous varieties of paddy – its

collection, conservation and promotion, as well as a shift to organic

cultivation; and the other – a more politically vibrant activity –

addressing the issue of paddy land reclamation.

The struggle to Save Paddy lands

During 2005-2007, soon after we launched the campaign, a

number of struggles were going on in Kerala, especially in Thrissur

District where atleast two major struggles to protect paddy wetlands

were on at Erayamkudy and Muriyad. Simultaneously, various

development projects mooted by the State also found farmers

protesting the conversion of paddy wetlands. Being a politically aware

state the public raised concern about the dire situation.

The concerns of food security and water security were raised

in many forums. The Government that came to power in Kerala in

2006 took up the matter and setup a Legislative Assembly Committee

to come up with a draft law to ensure protection of paddy wetlands.

The Save our Rice Campaign and Thanal, associated with the

campaign along with many farmer organizations was engaged closely

with the Government to get the law in place. Finally in August 2008,

under immense public pressure  and tremendous support and

commitment from some of the law makers, the Kerala Paddy and

Wetland Protection Act was passed in the Kerala State Assembly. This

gave strong legal backing to the efforts to protect paddy wetlands, but

was nevertheless hinged on the creation of an updated database of

paddy wetlands in Kerala. The sad part is that even after nine years

after the promulgation of the Act, the database is yet to be published.
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This has been the biggest hurdle in the effective implementation of the

Act, and is a matter of concern.

The MethranKayal Eco-Tourism Project and the Aranmula Airport

Project

One of the projects that got proposed during this time were

the Methrankayal Eco-Tourism project in Kumarakom, Kottayam on a

paddy wetland. Under threat was more than 400 acres of cultivated

paddy wetland. The local community rose up in protest against the

project. The Campaign along with other groups organised two

conventions bringing in all political parties and farmers groups to

collectively address the issue. The then Minister for Agriculture Sri

Mullakara Rathnakaran, took a strong position against the

implementation of the project and in one of the conventions declared

the publication of the database in Kottayam District thus effectively

stopping the project from being implemented. The project was shelved

in 2016.  The present Government, with active committed Minister for

Agriculture, V S Sunil Kumar, recently inaugurated the cultivation of

the paddy land, which had been fallow since the proposal of the

project.

The story of the Aranmula Airport project in the Aranmula

paddy wetlands is a David vs Goliath story. The proponent of the

project was a major corporate with deep pockets and support of the

Government, which inspite of this being a fully private project, decided

to take 10% stake in it. The struggle against the project started off by

the local community was later supported and guided by the Kerala

Paristhithi Aikya Vedhi ( a collective of environmental organisations)

under the leadership of Smt Sugatha Kumari, well know poet and

environmentalist. The unprecedented struggle was taken up on the

streets of not only Aranmula but in the capital city of

Thiruvananthapuram, which saw students, political parties, trade

unions and even representatives of the Legislative Assembly come

together demanding the scrapping of the project.  The reasons were

clear – food and water security was more important than a fifth airport

in the State.

Again, after years of legal and public action, finally in 2016,

the State Government scrapped the project and ploughed and sowed
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paddy  in a symbolic act of revival of farming. The produce was even

sold as Aranmula Rice and is available in the market.

Despite all this the paddy farming and food sovereignty

situation in Kerala is dire.   The protection of paddy lands would

never succeed until and unless, the State makes paddy farming

remunerative and farmers actually benefit as much as when they grow

other  crops. The Campaign has been advocating for a Farmers Income

Guarantee process and could convince the State appointed Agriculture

Development Commission to recommend a Farmer Income Guarantee

Act.

Campaigning to  conservation

While campaigning in Kerala is easy with a politically aware

populace conserving is difficult with small tracts of paddy land, high

cost of labour and missing youth in the state. The Save Our Rice began

its campaign on indigenous paddy seed conservation in Kerala in

2005, and its in-situ conservation work in 2008. Wayanad, a

predominantly tribal district, with a legacy of indigenous cultivation

and knowledge was indeed the best place to start conservation.

The Campaign began with talking with local farmers’

organisations and environmental groups in Wayanad and conducted

trainings, held meetings and seminars and slowly the idea of seed

conservation took root.

Documentation of traditional culture of rice  began in 2006.

A small initiative was begun with a few traditional varieties in 2008

and 2009. In 2009, the first harvest festival was organized to celebrate

this at Mathamangalam School in Noolpuzha on 5th December.

The Seed Savers Network in Kerala, an informal platform of

seed saver farmers started in April 2010 in Wayanad. The launch

meeting was organized at Mananthavady. More than 100 people

including farmers, activists and students attended the meeting. The

meeting discussed the potentials and challenges of indigenous paddy

cultivation. Many farmers came forward for cultivation and conserving

indigenous paddy varieties.

The SOR Kerala  team actively began to explore the idea of

creating our own conservation project  in 2010.The campaign planted

their first collection of 22 varieties of paddy seeds, mostly indigenous

to Wyanad. These were distributed among 64 farmers in a seed savers’
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meeting. One of the lead farmers who took up the campaign activity in

earnest was Cheruvayal Raman, a Kurichiyar tribal chief and an ardent

traditional farmer. He was already cultivating 5 varieties of

indigenous paddy, and agreed to adopt all the varieties of paddy in

his cultivation. He later went on to become the icon and face of the

paddy seed diversity and conservation in Kerala.

The  Campaign, along with Edavaka Grama Panchayath and

seed savers network conducted Vilanatti (Transplantation festival) at

Kammana in the field of Cheruvayal Raman following the community

traditions of the Kurichiyars. This field was the first Paddy Diversity

Block of the Save our Rice Campaign in Wayanad.

A number of seed savers network meetings,  training

programmes, workshops on seed purification and exposure visits were

conducted during 2010. The high point  was a visit to Syed Ghani

Khan’s field in Karnataka.  Syed Ghani Khan, a farmer and curator

from Kirugavulu village near Mysore  had at that time more than 600

varieties of indigenous paddy in his collection. This was a great

encouragement for the farmers who visited his field.

Kerala being a state very interested in the academic pursuits,

there was quite a bit of demand  for  educational inputs for organic

farming including programs in school curriculum. The campaign

organized a certificate programme in Rice Production Technology. The

Course targeted school students, especially in the Vocational Higher

Secondary Schools with Agriculture as focus. This programme was

renamed as Certificate Course on “Organic Paddy Cultivation and

Seed Conservation” continued till 2016. Meanwhile many schools in

Wayanad took up indigenous paddy cultivation, and continues to do

so even today.

In 2010, the rice campaign established a small seed bank in

Panavally village in  Wayanad district of Kerala in Thanal’s Agro-

ecology centre. Through out the period, the team in Kerala set out on

seed explorations and organizing farmers meetings in Northern Kerala.

Farmers contributed many varieties of paddy to the seed bank. In the

first year the seed bank got a collection of 64 paddy varieties of Kerala.

We also created young leaders

The year 2012 was a turning point in the seed promotion

work, when the Campaign organized a Seed Caravan, with the support
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of the Kerala Jaiva Karshaka Samithi and NABARD. The seed caravan

covered 7 northern districts.  10 jatha members, interestingly, all

young farm enthusiasts traveled in a vehicle with seeds and

promotional materials through the districts, where they were

welcomed by farmers’ organizations, public institutions, schools,

colleges, and panchayaths. At least 10,000 people were directly

reached out to through these events.. K P Illias, the Jatha captain later

went on to take up the mantle of leading the Kerala Jaiva Karshaka

Samithi, the oldest organic farming collective in Kerala. Leneesh, a

prominent member, later took up the role of State Coordinator of the

Save our Rice Campaign in Kerala, and is today an expert on seed

conservation managing the rice diversity block (RDB) at Panavelly,

with 250 indigenous seeds cultivated.

The famous RDB of Panavelly

Last year a  beautiful image akin to a painting appeared in

several newspapers-the image of the rice diversity block (RDB)

maintained at Panavelly  by the SOR Kerala team. When Midhun

Raveendranath, a photographer and film maker and his team, flew a

helicam over the Rice Diversity Block in Panavelly and showed the

world a birds-eye view of the RDB, the image went around the world .

What we knew everybody could now see, that the paddy is not just

white or brown, but multi-hued, with probably as many colours as

there are varieties.

The  Rice Diversity Block in Panavally has through these years

managed to increase its seed collection to 256 paddy varieties

including 180 indigenous Kerala varieties. This is the largest live

collection of paddy varieties in Kerala. A characterization of more

than 100 indigenous paddy varieties in Kerala was done in 2013.

Now, under a joint programme of OFAI, Kerala Jaiva Karshaka Samithi,

Paithrukam, Thanal and the SoR Campaign a scientific

characterization, including detailed nutritional analysis of 10 selected

varieties have been undertaken since 2016.

Owing to increased interest among large sections of people,

especially farmers and schools, the field days organised to allow

public to visit the RDB, turned into a field week programme since

2014. After visiting the RDB a few inspired minds started similar RDBs

in other parts of the state. 13 RDBs across the State, by farmer groups
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and even individual farmers, spread in the districts of Kasaragod,

Kannur, Wayanad, Thrissur, Malappuram and Palakkad today share

seeds to more farmers.

Meanwhile, inspired by the overwhelming response of the

Adhirengam Seed Festival in Tamilnadu, organised by the Campaign,

where every year more than 5000 farmers/seed savers congregate to

exchange seeds, in 2015, the first seed festival in Thirunelly was

organised at Panavally.  A one day festival, it  had seed exhibition,

seed exchange, food festival and sessions on various topics related

to seed conservation, agroecology etc.  Starting with just one, this

year five seed festivals were conducted in various regions and there

was a great turnout of people visiting and appreciating the varieties.

A work of more than a decade is all coming together with

RDBs , seed festivals, seed characterization , rice markets and a rising

awareness that rice is life!

Source: Paddy No 36 October 2017
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JOURNEY TO THE HEART OF RICE
DIVERSITY

Usha S

East India and Dr Richharia are in the hearts of every person

who works on   rice  diversity.  I have heard and read a lot about the

region and the person several years back and have recently begun

travelling there. I am also meeting and hearing about rice from many

of my friends who work on agrobiodiversity in eastern India. We have

alsobegun hearing about the erosion of agro biodiversity from east

India and it is critical to stop this erosion.

In the last two years the Save Our Rice campaign could join

hands with some of them. Our friend and colleague Soumik Banerjee

, already working with tribal communities in Jharkhand could easily

identify the villages and communities where we could start working

on rice biodiversity conservation. The recent understanding globally

about climate change, sustainability and food security warrants this

intervention at all levels, wherever possible. So we were happy when

we could start some work here with indigenous people and seeds.

By November end my colleague Sridhar and I travelled to

Jharkhand and Chattisgarh villages where they have started rice

diversity blocks(RDB) and seed banks(SB). The first place we visited

was Sundar Pahadi in Jharkhand where Soumik has been living and

working for several years. Here, Sagar village, mainly peopled by the

Santal community is where Hemlal Murmi has joined with the rice

campaign to start a beautiful rice diversity block(RDB). This is the

first time a RDB is created in this village . Other farmers in this village

are watching his work as well as the varieties . Soumik and Hemlal

conducted a field day for other farmers to come and see and choose

their varieties of preference . The whole field looked beautiful with

huge trees surrounding the field and a yellow flower carpet of a herb

around the trees. Hemlal enthusiastically showed us his field with
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different varieties of rice with panicles . He knows the name and main

characteristics of every variety .

The second village where we visited was of Pahadi community

. They live in the hills and practice a kind of mixed cropping of maize,

pumpkin and long beans . They also do silk worm rearing in the forest

seasonally . The whole family will live in the forest during this work.

There are around 100 villages of Pahadi community . When we

went there in the morning we could see a festival like mood where

men , women and children moving here and there, anxious, some making

food etc. They welcomed us in the traditional way. They washed our

feet with water, dried it using a cloth and put some oil . Women came

forward to put garlands made with local flowers. Then we all sat together

and talked about rice campaign, indigenous seeds, pesticides etc. There

were panchayath members in this meeting from other villages also. There

were discussions on how panchayaths can take an active role in

preventing the use of pesticides and promoting traditional agriculture

. Both men and women spoke . After that we had lunch cooked with

different varieties of millets and wild leaves .

On the same day evening we left Sundar Pahadi for Ambikapur

in Chhattisgarh. It was a long journey by train through the heartland

of mineral rich Orissa, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. On the second

day morning we reached Ambikapur. We got down at a beautiful clean

railway station which looked like a heritage area. . Bhupendra Singh

of Sangata, an organization working on rural development came to

pick us up.

They have initiated a rice RDB, it is located in a place called

Lalithpur which is few kilometers away from Ambikapur. We had a

meeting with the local farmers from around seven villages about the

rice campaign and the need to conserve indigenous varieties of crops.

That belt is rich in scented rice varieties . One of them is called Jeera

Phool. Some high yielding varieties (HYVs) are also popular among

farmers . They also have black and red varieties of rice. Karhani, a

black rice variety is supposed to have many medicinal properties.

Another oil seed plant Niger is also grown in this region. The

oil from this plant is said to have high omega 3 and 6. The area is like

a plateau with sal trees and in between farmers cultivate rice, niger and

some pulses. We visited the RDB with around 50 different varieties of
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rice and the seed bank , which is in the final stages of completion.

Paras Nath , working with Sangata manages the RDB. We had a

discussion with the women farmers who came for the meeting . Sangata

is working many villages in this area to develop sustainable agriculture

and they said that marketing is an issue .

Babulal and his colleague from Madhya Pradesh also joined

us. Babulal is a writer and cultural activist from Madhya Pradesh who

is working on conservation . He also maintains a RDB now as part of

the rice campaign and also conserving wheat varieties . He also

interacted with the farmers and shared his views on agri-culture.

Next day we visited a hill station Mainpat where there are Tibetan

settlements. We were fortunate to see the village market, a feast to the

eyes with lots of agro biodiversity. The market took me to the description

about Vavilov’s trips in Gary Paul Nabhan’s book Where our food

comes from. Vavilov’s exploratory trips involved first visiting the

village markets to understand about diversity. We bought some seeds of

small potato , buck wheat, chilly etc directly from farmers in the market.

After that we visited an organic processing unit run by a society. They

also run a shop for local organic products. In addition they also

supply to Bangalore organic shops. They said that climate change and

increasing drought is impacting their production.

Although we could see only a small part of Eastern India , it

revealed to us how rich this region is . But the region and people face

threats from mining companies and other development projects. The

hopeful fact is that the Chhattis- garh government is keen on developing

organic agriculture in the state. We hope that they also realize the need

to protect the agro biodiversity and its holders.

Source :http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

january-2017-74504370
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JOURNEY THROUGH THE DELTA

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty & Suresh Kanna

The travel through the Thanjavur belt to visitthe Save Our

Rice Campaign farmers was plannedfor March when the drought

peaked; the farmershad almost given up. The distress about the drought

was compounded by the worries about Jayaraman’s ill health. Nel

Jayaraman, the State Coordinator of the Campaign was diagnosed

with a serious condition in January and has been undergoing treatment.

In the normal course it would have been Jayaraman who would have

taken us around and explained with insight and deep knowledge about

the whole situation. But we had to manage without him: Sridhar, Usha

and me from Trichy along with Suresh.

This has been an year of trials and tribulations for farmers

all over Tamilnadu. Climate scientists,farmers and common people

are talking about the drought, the likes of which we haven’t seen in

140 years. However, it has not translated into action either at the

government level or the public level. Crops have failed almost

everywhere, water bodies have dried up , bore wells dug to an

unbelievable 1000 feet are throwing up barely any water, river beds

are tinder dry, open wells show the clay at the bottom and farmers are

thinking whether farming as they know is viable any more.

Most farmers felt that this time the drought was so acute that

even natural farmers were not spared. Despite that their losses were

less than that of chemical farmers and the native varieties ofpaddy

have withstood the drought better. They are questioning if they have

to rewrite crop calendars, change sowing time, rethink their cropping

pattern or even continue to farm! The journey threw up expected

scenarios, unexpected learnings and more questions.

The idea of the journey was multi-fold, meet our farmers and

understand firsth and the drought related distress, study the

innovations that worked for some farmers, which helped them salvage

at least something from a bad season and also to motivate and

encourage the farmers at a time of crisis. We began with Sampat at
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Lalgudi village, an IT professional turned farmer. Out of his 10 acres

of paddy he lost 7 acres to the drought and harvested only 3 acres

where the yield was down to 20% of the normal. He said something

interesting, “Even if we have irrigation it is not enough, the rain is

needed for the plants to give the best yield.”

Something to keep in mind in a time where we think that

technology can seamlessly replace nature without any repercussions.

He has been a natural farmer since 2013. He also maintained a rice

diversity block (RDB) of 35 varieties and managed to harvest it.He

said that chemical paddy farmers have lost much more as they spent

much more money in the land preparation and inputs and the crops

just dried up on the land.

We travelled from there crossing the 1.5 km wide bridge over

Kollidam river, a tributary of the Kaveri, the river reduced to a dry bed

of sand with the sun beating down. We could experience, albeit for a

few minutes, what is happening in the countryside. We crossed another

dry river bed, yet another tributary of Kaveri, Vennar to reach the farm

of Anbuselvan. Anbuselvan is yet another engineerturned- farmer who

has been involved with the activities of the SOR campaign actively

since many years. He farms regularly but decided that in addition to

farming he should also do marketing of organic produce. He says the

combination of activities has helped this year when his crops failed.

He also rescued part of his crop by planting urad which he could

harvest, process and sell. He went organic about eight years back, has

been growing many traditional rices like Salem sanna, Jeeraga samba,

Kicahdi samba and kaivara samba. These he grows alternating with

green gram, black gram, sesame. He also echoed the words of the

other farmers, this has been the worst year, almost nothing could

withstand the drought. Under most conditions traditional paddy

varieties withstand climate vagaries better and even this year he could

get some yield from traditional varieties.

From there our next destination was to theancestral house of

farmer Mayil Vahanan, the house was brimming with paddy sacks

from the veranda to the inside rooms. Hs harvest was over and in

addition to his bags of harvest he also had the harvest from his 52

varieties from the RDB. Maintaining an RDB is a backbreaking task

requiring tremendous effort from the farmer from sowing to harvesting

to processing to beyond. In his 17 acres he cultivated 10 varieties. He
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said due to drought they did late sowing, then the Varda cyclone and

mist in December led to fungal attacks and yields were low. He has

also been facing problems with milling due to the unavailability of

modern milling facilities , which use rubber hullers, can de-stone the

rice and also give high returns . He has also been struggling with

marketing his rice. Muthu Kumar , yet another SOR farmer, who works

quite closely with Mayil to market their rice was also in Mayil’s house

giving insights about the struggles faced by them and their decision

to continue despite that. Both Muthu and Mayil said that they are

able to pursue organic paddy cultivation as they are following the

Alangudi Perumalmethod, which has cut down sowing and seed cost

considerably .

Next day our journey took us to farmer Bhaskaran, who had

left behind his corporate life  years back to farm his ancestral lands.

He is the quintessential professor who treats organic paddy farming

as his research laboratory.Studying and documenting rainfall and

weather patterns has become one of his primary occupations, making

him a veritable encyclopedia on the topic. We had an enlightening

morning at his place over some delicious traditional breakfast. He

talked at length about his experiments with ensuring climate

resilience in his choice of crop, choice of timing and approach. Details

of his experiments and approach have been detailed in two articles

recently, one which appeared in The Wire website and another one in

the Leisa magazine. What Bhaskaran sir feel is that farmers have to

look at paddy farming in a holistic manner, be flexible enough to shift

to other climate friendly crops, in case of adverse growing conditions

and be nimble enough to change course midway. This year he did that.

When he realised that there wasn’t enough moisture for paddy he

decided to shift to ragi and harvested a decent crop.

From one laboratory to another, post lunch our meeting was

with Alangudi Perumal. A humble small farmer, who has farmed since

youth, he evolved the method of planting paddy with minimal quantity

of seeds, now famously named after him and adopted widely by organic

farmers in the Delta region. From the traditional quantity of 60 kilos

per acre Perumal’s method requires a mere 250 gms of seeds, reducing

the cost of sowing ( in terms of sowing and seed cost itself). It was

humbling to listen to this farmer about how he evolved this method
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with his own experiments and battled for years to get the agricultural

establishment to accept it. It was Nammalwar Ayya who began talking

about the Perumal method and making it widely known. Even though

Perumal himself continues to farm using chemicals (he feels that

unless he consistently shows outstanding yields with his method

under chemical farming conditions nobody will believe him,

particularly the agriculture establishment). It is organic farmers who

are embracing his method .

From Perumal’s house to Ashokan a farmer associated with

the campaign since the beginning, was a cool drive with the sun coming

down. Ashokan was delighted that finally after years Usha and Sridhar

were actually at his farm and showed us around with childlike delight.

From there at his house we were offered the delicious yet healthy

lupai poo samba rice kanji. He has been growing medicinal rices and

believes that we should highlight their nutritional and healing

properties. Again the drought effect was visible as in other farms.

From there we travelled to Sriram’s house in Kathiramangalam. A

large land owner, Sriram had taken the decision to shift from chemical

to organic completely, which is unusual. Most large scale farmers de-

risk by staying partly chemical and going partly organic. Sriram has

developed his farm into a training centre for farmers who want to see

the Alangudi Perumal method at work. He farms around 10 varieties

and sells it as seed and rice ( directly to consumers in large

quantities).

The late night discussion where Muthu and Mayil also joined

dwelled on the drought, the losses to paddy farmers and on Jayarama’s

ill health which was causing a lot of distress among all of us. All the

farmers mentioned how the Perumal method is a ‘varaprasadam’ for

them, otherwise they couldn’t have managed organic paddy cultivation

in a viable manner.

The next day morning was with Gnanaprakash at Narasimha

nattam, a healer and farmer who met Nammalwar Ayya in 1976-77.

He is a water engineer and harvesting water is his mantra. He took

everybody around the fields explaining how water can be harvested,

conserved and stored. His farmis very unique in its design. Paddy is

the main crop. Around the paddy field, especially the bunds, are trees

of different types that provide multiple benefits and fulfils the entire
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family’s needs. Similarly, the wide range of vegetables under the trees

includes tomato, ladies finger, brinjal and chillies. The trees also

have lot of gourds and that too supplements his family’s vegetable

needs. The paddy field is full of uncultivated herbs, which are used

for preparation of medicine for both human and livestock health

problems. Every day, there is an assured harvest for him for his family’s

needs and also his professional needs. This model is not only a

sustainable small farmer model, but also climate resilient.

Lunch was with the wonderful couple Dr. Uma Maheswari

and her husband Mr. Muthukrishnan who are committed to organic

paddy and also propagating natural methods of healing . They are

committed to growing and marketing organic paddy and vegetables.

We made a very rushed trip to his farm in Kadagam and witnessed the

micro design of intensive farming with vegetables. The choice and

combinations of vegetables have been systematically done to get

maximum yield in a piece of land. Luckily, Muthukrishnan has a team

of committed farm workers from Viralaimalai and their main aim is

to defeat the notion that organic farming gives less yield. So, the team

works very hard and is also doing extensive documentation precisely.

The next day started with travel from Thiruvarur to

Thalainayeru. We met Somu Ilango, a committed farmer and a long

term associate of SOR campaign. The discussion with him also brought

out local issues like land grabbing and increasing soil salinity of

agriculture fields due to shrimp farming. With ever expanding shrimp

farming reaching almost 10 kms inland from the sea, it is becoming a

livelihood problem for the farmers. Their efforts of making soil based

check dams are also opposed by the public works, revenue and forest

departments. Because of this, cultivation of even one crop in a year is

becoming a challenge for the farmers of this area. Even traditional

paddy varieties are not able to withstand the heavy soil salinity.

Though Somu Ilango devotes his precious time for mobilizing people

for local issues, he continues to excel as a model farmer on climate

resilient technologies in the area with his integrated model of farming

by combining croplivestock, country chicken, goat rearing, fish rearing

and vegetable cultivation on the farm bunds.

Lastly, we visited Paramasivam’s field, near

Thiruthuraipoondi. He had cultivated two traditional rice varieties,



namely Mappillai Samba and Kattu Yaanam. Both performed very well

and he had no problems due to the drought situation. He directly sells

his products to the customers and comfortably sells his Kattuyaanam

rice for Rs. 100 per kg without middle man exploitation. “I managed

my paddy cultivation using traditional varieties like Mappillai Samba

and Kattuyaanam very well and as a result the food and fodder security

of my family is ensured for the whole season. Besides, I am able to

retain my customers”, he claimed.

Overall, the visit was extremely educative for us. During the

interaction with farmers, they shared that the cultivation of traditional

paddy varieties coupled with organic agriculture practices have

performed well and gave them new hope for mitigating the effect of

climate variation in agriculture. Though, there is no 100% success in

all traditional paddy varieties in terms its climate resilient capacities,

in each area these farmers have been able to identify at least 5-6

traditional varieties which are specific to their area and have emerged

as potential climate resilient varieties. Apart from the cultivation of

traditional paddy varieties, the farmers with whom we have interacted

also shared their skills in constant monitoring of changing weather

pattern and selection of appropriate crop varieties. Unfortunately,

this knowledge is not very much shared andspread with other farmers

in the villages. The large scale adaption of climate resilient practices

by farmers is essential to demonstrate these as viable climate resilient

practices and influence the state for scaling up.

It was the third day of travel that Sridhar heard from

Jayaraman that he is on his way back from Chennai after a round of

treatment . So on the final day just before starting back the team could

briefly meet Jayaraman. It was a joyous meeting for all and a befitting

ending to the journey which began without Jayaraman but ended with

meeting him. It was good to see that Jayaraman was responding well

to treatment and he was able to participate in the Nel Thiruvizha in

June, which has been organized by him regularly since the last 10

years.

Source: Paddy 34& 35 April- July 2017



VISIT TO SAGAR ISLAND,
SUNDERBANS, WEST BENGAL

Usha S

Himanshu Mondal has been inviting us to visit his Sagar

Island since 2011. During our last Bengal visit in 2012 we had actually

reached Kakdwip, but could not cross the river due to heavy rain and

storm. From there one has to take a boat to cross the river that seems

like the sea (known as Hooghly river or Muriganga river locally) to

reach Sagar Island. Sagar is the largest inhabited island in the

Sunderbans. This is the southernmost part of Bengal. This island is

also known as Gangasagar or Sagardwip.

  We reached Kakadwip on November 22 and took the ferry to

Kachuberia where people get down to reach various places. The island

is 38 km long and 20 km wide. Truly an island! Sagar is inhabited by

over two lakh people, most of them farmers and fisher folk. Sagar

block has the highest percentage of educational attainment in West

Bengal. It has 97% literacy. While travelling from Kolkata we were

discussing about the waste issue in Kolkata. But when we entered

Sagar Island it  looked serene and clean.  We asked Himanshu, our

local colleague, about it and he responded that people are aware of

environmental issues and are concerned.

The other interesting thing we found is that food was very

cheap. Food was diverse and cheap in the train! There was our

breakfast. Rs 10 for four people! Macro economists can never

understand this culture of economical living .So they will continue to

recommend food import and industrialization of the country.

We were also introduced to this new fruit, which we have

never tasted before- paniphal or water chestnuts or singhada (Hindi).

We ate a lot of ‘paniphal’, (it is the fruit of a water plant which is

grown in the wetlands connected to the paddy lands) on the way. Save

Our Rice campaign began in Sagar Island due to Himanshu Mondal’s
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interest and commitment.  The devastating Aila cyclone of 2009  

devastated lives and livelihoods in Sunderbans. Farmers lost their

crop and the soil became salty. The tentative trial by a few farmers in

some islands showed indigenous paddy seeds worked even under

these conditions. The Save our Rice campaign conducted meetings

and training programmes to spread the idea of efficacy of indigenous

seeds. The idea spread and Himanshu, himself an organic farmer who

cultivates paddy and vegetables, visited Mumudpur to visit farmers

who practicingorganic farming using indigenous seeds. He was happy

to meet and also collected some seeds and began his work in Sagar

Island.

Himanshu also runs an organization called Mrithyunjaya

Nagar Mukthi Thirtha. Once he started cultivating Kerala sundari, a

traditional paddy variety, on his land, many people started to visit

and see the results. The visiting farmers began collecting seeds and

slowly the seeds got spread and in this year more than 1000 farmers

are cultivating Kerala sundari and Bahurupi, both traditional paddy

varieties found in West Bengal.

During this trip we met some of the farmers who are

cultivating Kerala sundari and Bahuroopi. All of them, both men and

women farmers, were very happy to narrate their experience. They

own little land, mostly 1-2 bighas  (one bigha is around 30 cents). All

of them told us that these varieties perform well in terms of yield and

do not need much input. Therefore, these are suitable for low- input

agriculture systems that help small and marginal farmers to earn a

sustainable livelihood.

We interviewed Dileep Das who is cultivating Kerala sundari

for the last three years. He owns 1 bigha of land and from that got

around 800 kgs of paddy this year. He said that his cost of cultivation

has come down to one fourth what he used to spend earlier. Another

women farmer we talked to was Mayarani Mondal. She said that she

has sowed Bahurupi this year and is expecting a higher yield than

Kerala sundari. Alauddin, the State Coordinator of the SOR campaign

, and Himanshu narrated the crop cutting exercise done by the

Agriculture Department last year in their  field. It was comparable to

the high yielding varieties.
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We also attended two meetings, one with a women farmers’

group and the other meeting with conventional farmers who still use

chemical fertilizers and pesticides. The women farmers were more

than willing to share their thoughts and ideas and expressed a desire

to shift to organic methods and traditional seeds. During the second

meeting the men were shared that the main problem in the area  is  the

cultivation of betel vine cultivation, the main economic crop in this

region. Earlier it was water melon and chillies. A  number of pesticides

are used on these crops. Paddy is mainly  cultivated for food and not

for sale. However, the farmers  have begun to sell rice in the local

market and the SOR campaign is planning a traditional rice mela in

Kolkata in March. It is expected that these initiatives will result in

creating awareness about traditional rices and also growing the

market. Himanshu also has a dream to provide traditional seeds to

5,000 farmers in the next season and change them to organic practices

and food security.

Source: Paddy No.26 January 2016
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Paddy Ecosystem

The healing of the land and the
purification of the human spirit is the

same process

Masanobu Fukuoka
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A POSITIVE WATER FUTURE AND RICE
CULTIVATION IN TAMIL NADU

R. Ponnambalam

Water bodies in Tamil Nadu

Water shortage or water scarcity is a rather recent

phenomenon  in Tamil Nadu, traditionally every village or town in TN

had its own water bodies such as ponds, tanks or lakes to meet its

requirements. The ancient rulers were digging ponds or lakes for the

needs of their subjects. The village heads took care of the water bodies

through a participatory approach called “Kudimaramathu” system.

The temple and “Theppakulam” (temple tanks) were inseparable; there

were hardly any temples in Tamil Nadu without a “Theppakulam”.

That was our way of life once.

According to various schools of thought there were 3

monsoons in Tamil Nadu and the annual rain fall averaged more than

2000 mm. The perennial rivers that originated from the Western Ghats

and passed through Tamil Nadu were watering the lands without any

obstruction and finally merging into Bay of Bengal. As such there was

no scarcity of water in Tamil Nadu.

Rice! Rice!

As far as Tamil Nadu is concerned it is understood that rice

was familiar here as long back as 3000 years.The oldest literature of

Tamil called “THOLKAPPIYAM” mentions rice grains and rice plants at

various points while describing the Tamil civilization.

Rice was not considered as a commodity or a staple food but it was

respected as a holy offering. No cereal is as connected with Tamil life

as rice; the journey with rice starts with the birth of a person and ends

only after death. Some reports say that the area under rice crop was

more than 32 lakh hectares.

In many parts of the state, the village economy was the rice

economy; and individual wealth of a person was assessed in terms of

the quantum of his wet land holdings. In the barter exchange system
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the rice unit was treated as the exchange rate. There were about 5000

varieties of paddy rice with different characteristics and location

specific features. Farmers could choose suitable varieties according

to the agro climatic factors. There was black rice, brown rice, red rice,

white rice, long slim rice, short slim rice, coarse varieties etc.

Current situation with water bodies

According to water experts, the rain water wasted during the

monsoon in 2006 would have been enough to meet the water

requirements of Tamil Nadu for two years, if it were properly stored.

As per records, there should have been about 39,000 tanks and lakes

in Tamil Nadu. But now there are only about 10,000 tanks. In Chennai

district alone there were 243 tanks as per records, but now there are

only 40 tanks. The number has gone down due to encroachments and

conversion of these water bodies for purposes such as bus stands,

stadiums, house sites, government buildings etc. In many cases, even

the authorities concerned are not able to locate the boundaries of

water bodies as per records.

Most of the surviving tanks are facing threat of

encroachments. In these tanks or lakes, water cannot be stored to the

optimum capacity level as specified in the records. Further, the inflow

canals used for collecting rain water into tanks are blocked or have

been encroached upon. Silt formation in the water bodies, excessive

growth of aquatic plants inside the tanks, and breaching of unsound

bunds are some of the other reasons for low water storage.

Impact of water stress on the rice economy of economy of Tamil Nadu

There were three crops of rice every year in Cauvery delta, the

rice bowl of Tamil Nadu, which dwindled to two crops and now there

is uncertainty about even a single crop due to water scarcity.

According to the 2000 census there were 20 lakh hectares of

land wherein paddy crops were raised. The population at that time

was 6.27 crores. In 2010 the population of TN increased to 7.25 crores

whereas the area under paddy cultivation has come down to 18.45

lakh hectares. In short, while the during the last ten year period the

population has increased by one crore, the area under rice cultivation

has come down by 1.5 lakh hectares. Among other reasons water

scarcity is one of the main reasons for the reduction of area under

paddy in Tamil Nadu. The sustainability of rice cultivation is in
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question for want of water. This is particularly sad for a state which

has recorded rice productivity above the national average.

CREATE connects paddy cultivation and water conservation

CREATE, which leads the Save Our Rice (SOR) campaign in

Tamil Nadu, has been working to promote conservation of traditional

paddy and ecologically bio-diverse paddy cultivation. We realized

that the movement to save paddy would succeed only if water bodies

are conserved. With this understanding CREATE has extended its

campaign activities towards conservation of water bodies. Now, in

all the SOR campaigns conservation of water bodies is an important

component of the procee-dings and activities. Consistent efforts over

the years have resulted in water conser-vation being included in the

agenda of many of the political parties, religious heads and youth

movements. CREATE’s attempts to popularise the traditional drought

resistance paddy varieties is also being accepted by farmers in water

scarce areas.

Conclusion

All our Tamil mythology, poems and traditional literature

and even folk songs reiterate how to conserve water and what kind of

importance should be given to water conservation. This is the task

ahead of us; to create awareness to keep the traditional water bodies

and conserve traditional paddy varieties, the survival of both are

essential to the survival of the people.

Source: http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy—news-

letter-july-2013-35784932
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UNCULTIVATED GREENS IN A
WETLAND PADDY ECOSYSTEM

Priyanka M

The paddy field is a wetland ecosystem, which is not only an

agricultural land but also a biodiversity rich area. Different species

of medicinal plants, snails, birds, butterflies, moths, dragonflies,

damselflies, frogs, and fishes present in the paddy fields are

interdependent and also depend on the wetland. This mutual interaction

and interdependence is beneficial to human beings as ell. Each species

has its own role to maintain a sustainable ecosystem. In the paddy field

each species has a specific role for example, snails release calcium in

the soil; dragonflies are great predators, etc. Similarly there are also

many plants that flourish along with paddy, which we ignore. We

normally calculate the benefit of paddy cultivation by calculating only

the yield of paddy and straw and ignore the value of other products

and processes in paddy field. However, the rampant use of herbicides

and pesticides is destroying this abundance from the paddy fields.

In a study conducted by me in Wayanad, I recorded the

presence of 20 species of non cultivated leafy vegetables from paddy

fields. Most of them are considered as weeds. Muthil (Centella asiatica

L.), Karuka (Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers.), Vayal choori (Ludwigia

octovalvis (Jacq.) Raven), Chakkarathumba (Scoparia dulcis L.) are

the major edible leaves present in paddy ridges. Unuval (Marselia

quadrifolia L.) and Karinkoovalam (Monochoria vaginalis Presl.) are

the major edible leaves in paddy fields. These plants are the major

weeds present in the fields along with rice.

All the 20 species have their own medicinal properties along

with their edible value. For example, Muthil (Centella asiatica L.) is an

excellent medicine for brain development and memory power,

Chakkarathumba (Scoparia dulcis L.) is used for urinary bladder stone,
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Kandonekuthi or Kaattappa (Bidens biternata (Lour.) Merr.) is used to

cure abdominal pain, Muyalcheviyan (Emilia sonchifolia Fosberg,

Ceylon J.) is a good medicine for tonsillitis, Thottarvadi (Mimosa pudica

L.) is used to cure asthma. Among these plants, Unuval (Marselia

quadrifolia L.) present in the wetland ecosystem is the tastiest non

cultivated edible plant.

Till a few years back, tribals in Wayanad considered these

plants as an integral part of their life. Nowadays they are unable to use

these plants from paddy fields because

of the intensified application of herbicides and pesticides. After a few

years these tasty, medicinal plants will disappear from this earth

and we will not even be able to quantify the loss!

Source:http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

newsletter-23amp24-july-2014-23727584
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BIRDS IN RICE PADDY ECO-SYSTEM

Raju Kavil

Translated and adapted from Malayalam to

English for PADDY by Usha S

Paddy is one of the most important grains in the developing

world. It is cultivated in at least 114 countries, in an area of 156

million hectares. Half of the world population is dependent on paddy

rice for their food. Hence there is an economic system developed based

on paddy rice and there is a unique art and culture based on rice Rice

is thus connected to our lives intricately.

Rice culture has led to the formation of a unique ecosystem,

which is dynamic due to the changes in the cultivation methods and

the micro climate. Paddy lands, bunds along the field, the cultivable

land lying close to the paddy fields, hedges, small streams, microbial

population, fauna and flora together forms this ecosystem. It can be

called the paddy ecosystem. Birds, reptiles, mammals etc are all

visitors in this ecosystem. The relationship among all these

components contributes to the sustainability of the paddy ecosystem.

Birds and paddy culture

Among the different kinds of animals that depend on the paddy

ecosystem, birds are the most important group. Most of the paddy

fields around the world are wetlands. This attracts a lot of water

birds into the paddies. Apart from this paddy fields attract many

birds which stay in the nearby garden lands, grass lands, scrub jungles

etc.

 Birds depend on paddy fields not only for their food but also

for breeding at various stages. In order to protect itself from other

animals birds depend on the paddy fields. Paddy fields are a good

place for the birds to stay covered and undetected. Not only the paddy

lands, but the nearby upland farms and the wild areas are all visited

by birds. There are birds which depend on such up-land areas for
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breeding, but depend on paddy fields for food. There is this

interconnectedness between paddy land and the surrounding

landscape. Similarly birds are connected to other life forms in the

paddy fields like fishes, reptiles, insects, butterflies, microbial flora

and fauna etc.

World over birds are considered as indicators of

environmental change. Birds control hundreds of cycles such as water

cycle, food cycle and nutrition cycle. They indicate the health and the

quality of our environment and respond quickly to environmental

changes .They also have an important role in our food web. Minor

changes among flora and fauna in the lower reaches is reflected in

the habits and breeding patterns of birds. Therefore, studying birds

consistently and over a period of time is important, particularly, in a

fast changing ecosystem such as paddy.

When we start observing birds in the paddy ecosystem it can

be seen that different kinds of birds come to paddy fields during

different stages of growth. It is interesting to watch birds move their

position along with the plough from one end of the field to other side

along the furrows. During planting time when there is standing water

in the fields certain types of birds come, whereas during harvest

another set of birds visit the fields. During fallow periods yet another

set of birds visit. Thus it varies between different cropping stages and

seasons, the number of birds also varies. Traditional farmers had an

understanding about when birds come, what they do etc. They treated

birds as friends and part of their farming system.

Birds and pesticides

Modern farming methods using a lot of chemicals have

impacted birds significantly. Most of the chemicals used in agriculture

are toxic and hence poisonous. When farmers use pesticides, it will

not stop acting with the target pests alone .These chemicals impact

all exposed living organisms including soil organisms. When soil

organisms die, other creatures that depend on them also die and their

number reduce gradually .This indirectly impacts the birds. If

pesticides are applied in the field during the breeding cycle of birds

they do not get enough food to feed the chicks. Their prey gets killed by

pesticides. Usually breeding only happens when there is enough food/

prey around. With loss of food, breeding is declining among birds.
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Birds are also directly impacted, for instance, they get

poisoned through contaminated water and soil. Birds consume

granular pesticides thinking that they are grains. Seeds coated with

pesticides also are eaten by birds. Sometimes the birds die suddenly,

sometimes the impact is slow. It depends on the kind of pesticide,

season of application, exposure time, amount of pesticide that gets in

to their system, and the general health of the birds.

Some of the commonly observed problems among birds that

are exposed to pesticides are: egg shell thinning, deformities in the

egg, slow growth of the chicks, Lack of care of chicks during breeding

time, Loss of immunity, Loss of capability to protect itself from other

animals, Loss of thermal regulation in the body, reproductive disorders

and hormone system disorders and inability to navigate and find

directions during migration.

In India, large amount of pesticides of different kinds are

used in paddy fields. From a study in South India it was found out that

45 different kinds of pesticides are used in paddy cultivation. This

would definitely be impacting the birds, but there aren’t enough studies

to show the relationship between decline of certain birds and

pesticides. The studies that have been conducted on birds in the paddy

fields is limited to twice-yearly census .This census taking does not

bring out all the inter-linkages between birds and paddy eco-system.

The changes to birds and biodiversity in the rapidly changing paddy

eco-systems have not been studied sufficiently by researchers or

farmers.

 There are a few good studies done and below mentioned are

a few important studies.

 -In 1991 Wildlife and National Parks Department of Malaysia

did a study in the paddy fields and found out 158 species of birds that

are dependent on paddy ecosystem. Some of these were migrants.

- In 1998 in another study found out a lot of birds which are

dependent on paddy grains like munias and sparrows.

- In the year 2000 Sundar and Subramanian did a study on the

birds in the paddy ecosystem in India and found 351 varieties of

birds in the paddy eco-system. Out of this 34 varieties were breeding

in the paddy fields.

- In 2010, in Europe, Lee Geiger did a study comparing chemical
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and organic paddy fields in six European countries where paddy is

grown. He found out that organic paddy fields have more diversity of

birds than chemical paddy fields.

In addition to pesticides, weedicides also contribute to loss

of food /prey of birds. Many insects depend on weeds for their

breeding. Birds also feed directly on seeds of weeds. So when weeds

are removed by using weedicides birds lose their food.

 For example, studies in England have shown that due to the

use of weedicides the grey partridge faces extinction. Another example

from England is of linnets becoming rare due to the continued use of

weedicides. Their main food was the seeds of some weed plants. When

weedicides are applied birds also lose their breeding spaces. Some

birds breed on the hedge plants in the field and nearby wild weedy

places which get removed by weedicides.

Ecological importance of birds

1. Insectivorous birds like warblers are extremely important as

they help us to control pests. One single warbler eats a minimum

of 1500 insects in a single day.

2. Birds like flower peckers and sunbirds act as pollinators.

3. Seed dispersion is an important activity undertaken by birds.

4. Scavengers like crows and vultures help us cleaning up the

environment

5. Raptors and owls are excellent predators. They are helpful to

farmers in controlling rats and problematic insects.

6. Excreta of birds is good manure

Experience from Padetti, Palakkad, Kerala

The Kerala State Biodiversity Board had a project in Padetti

village in Palakkad District, from 2008 to 2011, called the

Agrobiodiversity Restoration Programme, to look at the impact of

organic farming on biodiversity. The project area included 100 acres

of paddy fields and 300 acres of garden land and some forest patch

and 69 farming families were part of this project. While the project

was implemented with the help of Thanal, a policy and research group,

the Board also did a biodiversity monitoring through various agencies.

Along with this a continuous monitoring of birds was undertaken

both in the organic field and a nearby conventional field. The study

brought out a good picture of bird diversity and the importance of
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paddy cultivation to birds and vice versa.

145 species of birds, belonging to 50 families, were

indentified. Out of this 21 were migratory birds and 46 were water

birds. Some endangered species were also identified .Out of the 39

species that breed in this ecosystem, 21 species were found to depend

on paddy fields during their breeding period.

In the organic paddy fields 55 species of birds were found

while in the chemical paddy fields only 39 species were seen. The

count of birds in the two fields were also different.On an average

daily 230 birds were counted in the organic fields, while in the

chemical field it was only 143.

 One of the important observations was that of the 145 species

of birds, 52 were found feeding on insects. Obviously this means

these birds help in insect control in the fields. 33 species are

carnivores like owls, kites egrets etc which shows that paddy lands

contain a lot of biodiversity that can take care of all these birds. Six

species observed are dependent on fishes.

 Nineteen specialist bird species were also observed which

needs special attention because these could be especially impacted

by the modern farming methods and landscape changes. In this

context, one observation by the Salim Ali centre for Ornithology and

Natural History (SACON) is interesting. When the project began in

Padayetti nests of baya weavers were absent in the area (this used to

be a very common sight in Palakkad in the coconut trees along the

paddy bunds).By the third year of the project the researchers and

farmers noticed the appearance of baya weaver nests in the coconut

trees along the bunds. Farmers were very happy to see them again in

their village, and motivated many farmers to change their practices.

When the surveys of 2009 and 2011 were compared, we could

find some changes in the abundance of certain bird species. The

abundance rate of Indian peafowl and whitebrowed bulbul has

increased. There was also slight increase in the abundance rate of

certain other species such as red-vented bulbul, common tailorbird,

jungle crow etc. To get a more reasonable picture of the species

diversity of the area regular, continuous monitoring has to be done

for a longer period. As factors like subjectivity, number of field hours,

survey time, changes in agricultural pattern, soil and climate and
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changes in forest management can influence the bird activity of the

area, there is need for multi-variate analysis.

Conclusion

We cannot find a single piece of land or sky in this earth

without birds. From the Arctic to Antarctica, from the tropical

evergreens to deserts, from rivers to sea, from rural to urban areas we

can see birds. There are around 10,000 species of birds seen on earth.

Out of these more than 5000 species are recorded from the agricultural

areas, i.e. more than 50%! Therefore, along with conserving forest and

other protected areas the wetlands and agricultural areas should

also get priority for conservation as most of them are under the risk

of destruction due to extensive human interference.

Paddy lands cannot replace wetlands, however, when

wetlands are destroyed or filled up many birds start depending on

paddy fields for their survival. We need paddy fields for our food

security, but these birds are also dependent on them for their survival.

The question we should examine is how to co-exist and develop? In

this context organic / ecological paddy cultivation gains more

importance. Also it is not a one way relationship; the birds are integral

to the health of the eco-system. When birds survive, it will support the

paddies and us. It will also contribute to sustaining biodiversity.

 Paddy is not just food, it is life.

Source :http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

october-2014-64381923
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NABA DIGANTHO FARMING OFFERS

HOPE OF SELF-RELIANCE

Sridhar R

Mammadpur is a small village in the Hingalganj islands of

the Sundarbans in West Bengal. It is situated in the North 24 Parganas

District. Unlike many other villages in these islands, this island boasts

of electricity and a good road that connects Par Hasnandpur to

Lebukhali, both boat jetties -the only connection the island has to the

main land.

 A small group of 20 farmer families have come together in

this village to make their farming self reliant. This thought dawned on

them after the serious and debilitating impact of the AILA floods three

years ago. Their paddy lands were made totally uncultivable and till

last year crops were a failure.

The seeds they were using, supplied by the Government, could

not withstand the salinity that was left after the waves of brackish

water receded. The group led by a sharp thinking farmer Thushar Das

and his friend Manush, started thinking about an agricultural system

that will sustain them, and at the same time be ecologically

sustainable. Thushar’s short experience with an NGO, and his

association with Alauddin, the State Coordinator of the Save our Rice

Campaign(SOR), led him to the idea of a Biodiversity-based Ecological

Agriculture model for their farms.

 So, he set about doing it first. He introduced a model of

permaculture in his small paddy land of 3 biggas ( 3 biggas is an

acre). A pond was built in one corner of the paddy land, and he started

growing many vegetables, tubers and fruit trees like papaya.  The

bunds on all the sides of the pond and his agriculture land was used

for this purpose, not only increasing the total utility of the land as

diversely as possible, but also providing for much of his household
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needs. In the paddy land he tried indigenous varieties of rice – Kerala

Sundhari, Govind bhog etc that not only withstood the conditions, but

also yielded very well. Kerala Sundhari according to him yielded atleast

7-10 bags / bigga. (one bag is 60 kg of paddy) This was 420 to 600 kgs

/ bigga i.e, atleast 1.2 tonne to 1.8 tonnes of paddy per acre. This was

quite on par, if not more, with the high yielding CR and Sona Masoori

whose yields they claim came down over time. After the paddy season,

he produced pulses from the land, which also enriched his soil and

then jute was cultivated in the boro1 season. Once the paddy cultivation

is done, the water from the paddy land bearing fishes flow into the

ponds where natural fish cultivation continues. This is also a source

of food and income.

Farmers here generally do not cultivate boro paddy. This is

also one reason why we could see their ponds did not dry up so easily

as in the Atgorah area (Alauddins home village) in the same district

where boro paddy using borewell irrigation has drastically brought

down ground water and dried up the ponds as well. Tushar Das soon

realised that it is possible to feed a family through this type of farming

throughout the year with just 2 biggas of land. This was unbelievable,

but many in his village and family friends decided to join him in this

venture. They came together and called themselves the Mammadpur

Naba Digantho Krishak Samaj ( The New Dawn Farming Society). There

are 20 member families and most of the farmers own 1 to 3 bigga of

land, a few have upto 5 biggas. Only one farmer has 15 biggas. Tushar

Das introduced organic farming methods – vermi composting, organic

input preparation from cow dung and urine, multi cropping etc.

Alauddin also trained them in Biodiversity based Ecological

Agriculture (BEA) and 10 farmers have already started following the

practices. They have also started a seed bank with some traditional

seeds that are suitable for the area. They would be cultivating these

varieties this season.

 We found during our visit that for all the 20 families to adopt

this, some of these families needed ponds and together they needed a

pump set. The SOR Campaign decided to support them partly for the

ponds and also began an action research programme there. This is a

research that the farmer families will do to assess how this Naba

digantho farming brings about a change in their lives. A base line
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survey followed by a daily record of input and output from the family

will be maintained by them.

The farmers have already observed that their cost of

production is much less compared to the intensive chemical

agriculture they used to follow.Indigenous paddy gives them tall straw

which feeds their cattle. They are even able to sell the same. The only

complaint they have is the increasing cost of labour, which in general

is a major problem for farmers. But there are no Government

programmes to offset this as of now. Discussions are being held in

many States, like Kerala to introduce MGNREGA for farming, especially

paddy, as it is a community activity for food security and

environmental conservation, especially water conservation. Still policy

decisions are yet to be taken in this regard.

The farmers during the discussions revealed that even the

largest farmer with 15 biggas of land does not get more that Rs. 4000/

month income after all their expenses. The rest of the farmers earned

anything between Rs. 500 to Rs. 3000 per month. While much of their

food needs are met by the rice, pulses, vegetables, fish and eggs they

produce, still this cash income is insufficient for their many non-food

needs.

But an interesting observation by Tushar das is that when he

was cultivating CR variety of paddy his income was Rs. 600/bigga as

its cost of cultivation was high. But when he shifted to Kerala Sundhari,

an indigenous variety, it rose to Rs. 2000/bigga and he got Rs. 3500/

bigga when he used Hamai paddy for puffed rice, which yielded slightly

less ( 7 bags / bigga) but fetched a higher price. Moreover, the last

time they cultivated CR (HYV), the production had come down to 6

bags / bigga ( approx. 1080 kgs / acre) , while both Kamini bhog and

Govinda bhog ( traditional varieties) yielded the same with lesser

inputs and lower cost of production.

Now the Naba digantho farmers, before this season have

already dug their ponds and are all in preparation for their aman2

paddy cultivation.

They have also plans to improve their poultry farms and

duckery in the ponds. Introducing ducks in the ponds will improve

their fish cultivation. They also plan to maintain traditional seeds of

pulses and oil seeds, as well as vegetables. As of now they are
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dependent on the markets for the seeds. The pump set they will buy

will be used by all for irrigation from the ponds. The women in their

families are also members of three SHGs.The activities of the SHGs are

now limited to just thrift and savings and this they want to improve by

introducing some value additions of their produce.

 As dreams soar high, with the foundation of Naba Digantho

Krishi rooted in the ecological farming approach, they hope to be

self-reliant in farming in an year’s time. And they hope to show case

this ecological model, as one suitable for small and marginal farmers.

This we feel is the model we need with atleast 90% of our farmers

being small and marginal. It is also a model that can demonstrate

that low income farmer families can improve their incomes without

poisoning the lands with chemicals and GM crops, while conserving

the environment and natural resources.

(Endnotes)

1 The boro rice is commonly known as winter rice.The term boro

is Bengali originated from theSanskrit word “Boro” which refers to a

cultivation from Nov.-May under irrigated condition. (http://

www.narc.org.np/rice_knowledge_bank/factsheet/boro.pdf)

 2 the aman season accounts for the bulk of annual rice

production, lasting to November

Source: Paddy No11&12 July 2011
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RICE AND PESTICIDES

Smitha Nirmalkumar & Manjusha S.

Pesticides found their way into subsistence farms in India in

the 1960s, when the Green Revolution arrived with the promise of

increased food production. Till then, pesticides were mostly used in

plantations and most of that was imported. Since the green revolution,

pesticides have become an essential input for food production

throughout the country and paddy is no exception to this. In spite of

research studies that have indicated that pesticides do more harm

than good in rice, their use in rice does not show any signs of

diminishing. A study was conducted in Kerala which asserted this

fact once again, with a majority of pesticide users following practices

that should have been abandoned years back.

The study was conducted by Thanal with the Save our Rice

campaign and PAN Asia Pacific. The study for ‘Community Monitoring

for International Advocacy’ was undertaken over a period of one

month in the Kole lands of Thrissur. The purpose was to assess the

current pesticide use and the health effects they have on the farming

communities that use these pesticides. The retail of chemicals as well

as the advertisements by chemical companies were also included in

the study.

The study was conducted by interview questionnaires to elicit

details about the commonly used pesticides, the methods of use and

the conditions of use. Separate questionnaires were used for retail

stores and the farmers. The major study findings were that most

farmers (75%) used “moderately or highly hazardous pesticides and

more than 90% of them did not use any effective personal protective

equipment. This in turn led to pesticide related health problems like

excessive sweating, excessive salivation, dizziness, etc. that were
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found in 54% of the applicators and highlighted the hazards of

pesticide use. 71% of the respondents threw empty pesticide containers

in the open field and 99% wash their equipment in the water channels

in the fields leading to environmental pollution.

The study was undertaken in the Kole lands of Thrissur. ‘Kole’,

which in Malayalam literally means bumper yields, is a distinctive

feature found in the Thrissur and Malappuram districts. These are

wetlands that remain submerged from June to November. The waters

are then pumped off using motors and paddy cultivation is begun.

Thrissur Kole lands are the third largest wetlands in India after Chilika

Lake (Orissa) and Amirpur (Gujarat). The study area covered five

padasekharams that are spread over four panchayats. The survey

was conducted among 115 farmers and also covered nine pesticide

retail stores from Thrissur town and surrounding panchayats.

The study reveals the practices that were followed in the use

of pesticides and the major chemicals that were being applied in the

paddy fields. 25 different active agents were being used in these places

and most of the commonly used pesticides belonged to WHO category

I and II i.e. the extremely hazardous, highly hazardous and moderately

hazardous categories. (http://www.who.int/ipcs/publications/

pesticides_hazard/en/ )

 The FAO Code of Conduct, to which India is also a signatory,

has recommended that it is desirable to prohibit the import, sale and

purchase of substances included in the classes Ia and Ib of the WHO

classification, if other control measures or good marketing practices

are insufficient to ensure that the product can be handled with

acceptable risk.

The study clearly showed that control measures and good

marketing practices are close to nonexistent. The farmers all claim

that they use Personal Protective Equipment but in 60% of the cases,

the PPE used are long pants and full sleeved shirts. When asked for

more details, they accept that they have to roll up their pants till their

knees as their feet sink deep in the slush in paddy fields.

Thus, even if they are wearing pants it is not an effective

protection as their legs below the knees are exposed to pesticides.

Some do wear socks but PPE of other kinds like gloves, masks or

overalls are only occasionally used, when they are available in the
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stores.The study highlights that some applicators mixed the pesticides

with their bare hands. All the respondents wash themselves in the

water channels in the fields where they also wash their equipment

and are thereby contaminating the water. This water ultimately

contaminates the Kole lands where it poses a threat not only to the

people but also to the environment. 54% of the respondents have had

minor or major health problems due to pesticide exposure. 21

respondents were hospitalized, because of ailments that they suffered

during or just after pesticide application.

Labels are found attached to most pesticide bottles but since

the labels are not written in the local language the farmers cannot

read them. The safety data sheet is available with the pesticide bottles

but the data is in small print which is too difficult to read. In the nine

pesticide stores surveyed only two stores had stocks of PPE therefore

the farmers are not able to avail of such equipment even if they want

to. One of the stores was located right next to a bakery store, whereas

another was situated in the middle of a fruit and vegetable market.

The pesticides and the food items are sold side by side, thereby

exposing the consumers of these foods.

A study was performed at a research farm in the Philippines,

at the International Rice Research Institute, by a team led by IRRI

entomologist K.L.Heong. Instead of routine spraying once a week,

spraying was done only when pest densities touched a certain level.

After 14 years the pesticide use had decreased by 87.5% and

insecticide use was down by 95.8%. Dr. Heong firmly believes that

“pesticide does more harm than good in rice eco-systems.”

Heavy pesticide use began with the recommendations by

agricultural scientists who looked up to the IRRI for inspiration and

said that pesticide use was imperative for pest control. Almost 50

years later even the IRRI has changed its stance, among a majority of

farmers in India, using pesticides has become a habit, part of a routine

the dangers of which have not sunk in yet!

Source: Paddy 21&22 January 2014
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DRAGONFLY AND DAMSELFLY
DIVERSITY IN THANAL AGROECOLOGY
CENTRE

Priyanka M

Introduction

Thanal agroecology centre, Panavally, is situated in Wayanad

District located in the ecologically fragile Western Ghats.  A

predominantly agrarian district -the name Wayanad stands for ‘vayal

nadu’ (which means paddy lands in Malayalam). It also has a

significant tribal population. The population – tribal and non-tribal-

mainly depend on cash crops and paddy  for their livelihood   and

most of the land in the District is under cultivation. Panavally is a

biodiversity rich area which is surrounded by the Kalindi river and

the Brahmagiri hills. Thanal agro ecology centre is situated in an

ecologically important area enriched by a river, forest and hills.

Different species of birds, butterflies, dragonflies, fishes, snails,

plants, trees etc are present in significant numbers.

The agroecology centre contains 200 varieties of traditional

rice, 40 varieties of tubers, 80 varieties of non cultivated leafy

vegetables, more than 40 varieties of forest trees, coffee, areca nut,

coconut and pepper. Wild animals like elephants, deer, monkeys, bison,

tigers etc are frequently seen at the centre.

120 species of birds, 35 species of dragonflies and

damselflies, around 60 species of butterflies and 80 species of non

cultivated leafy vegetables have been identified from the Thanal agro

ecology centre.

Background

I  began my work on biodiversity with documentation of non

cultivated leafy vegetables in paddy fields and documented 20 species

of non cultivated leafy vegetables. Most of these non cultivated leafy

vegetables are considered as weeds and farmers destroy these

valuable, medicinal, edible plants by using hazardous chemicals and
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herbicides. Discovering  the importance of each and every species in

the paddy field got me interested  in further documentation of

biodiversity in wetland ecosystem-paddy field. I could understand

the value of paddy fields as a biodiversity area through this study. I

realised that  the value of paddy fields lie not only in the value of rice

produced  but also in  its biodiversity richness. So, I picked up

documentation of dragonflies and damselflies (Order- Odonata),

colourful insects of wetlands, which are great predators in paddy

fields. The life history of odonates is closely associated with wetlands.

Adults lay eggs in specific aquatic habitats.  Male odonates are

generally more brightly coloured than females.

Objective and methodology

Objective of this study was to analyse the diversity of

dragonflies and damselflies present in the Thanal agro ecology centre,

Panavally. Weekly observation and photo documentation of

dragonflies and damselflies was done during the second crop paddy

season (September- December, 2013 and 2014). Identification of the

observed damselflies and dragonflies was done  with the help of an e

book named Common Odonates of Central India written by Andrew,

R.J., Subramaniam, K. A. & Tiple, A. D. (2008) and with the help of Mrs.

Rajasree, a researcher in biodiversity.

Dragonflies

20 species of dragonflies under three families were identified

from the Thanal agro ecology centre. They are club tails (Family:

Gomphidae), darner (Family: Aeshnidae) and skimmers (Family:

Libellulidae). Among these most of the dragonflies identified were

under skimmers (Family: Libellulidae). Skimmers are the most diverse

group of odonates. Ditch jewel (Brachythemis contaminata), ruddy

marsh skimmer (Crocothemis servilia), ground skimmer (Diplocodes

trivialis), fulvous forest skimmer (Neurothemis fulvia), green marsh

hawk (Orthetrum sabina), crimson-tailed marsh hawk (Orthetrum

pruinosum) and wandering glider (Pantala flavescens) are the most

common dragonflies found in the paddy fields observed. Among these

thousands of wandering glider were found swarming over harvested

fields and surrounding playgrounds during early morning and evening.

Some dragonflies like blue darner (Anax immaculifrons),

crimson marsh glider (Trithemis aurora) and black stream glider
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(Trithemis festiva) were found along the banks of the river and usually

found  perching among emergent water plants.

Damselflies

 15 species of damselflies under six families were identified.

They are marsh darts (Family: Coenagrionidae), bush darts (Family:

Platycnemididae), bambootails (Family: Protoneuridae), spreadwings

(Family: Lestidae), glories (Family:Calopterygidae) and stream jewels

(Family: Chlorocyphidae).Pigmy dartlet (Agriocnemis pygmaea), golden

dartlet (Ischnura aurora) and yellow-striped blue dart (Pseudagrion

indicum) were frequent visitors to the paddy fields. Saffron-faced blue

dart (Pseudagrion rubriceps), stream glory (Neurobasis chinensis),

stream ruby (Rhinocypha bisignata), river heliodor (Libellago lineata)

were confined to hill streams and rivers.

Conclusion

The paddy agroecosystem is an integrated water- dependent

system, which includes many kinds of living organisms among which

birds, fishes, reptiles, amphibia, arthropods and plants are prominent.

Paddy fields play an important role as agricultural land (to produce

rice and in some cases fishes and other crops like vegetables and

legumes in non-paddy season), in addition it also provides a habitat

for various animals and plants. Some species complete their life cycle

in the paddy field. In the case of dragonflies and damselflies, they lay

their eggs in paddy fields, and the larvae grow in paddy fields, the

adults frequently visit paddy fields for predation as well. Dragonflies

and damselflies are the best predators in paddy fields. If we use

chemicals and pesticides in paddy field these insects  will not find

their food, and through this we will destroy both biodiversity in paddy

fields and also an effective means of biological pest control. When

we adopt biodiversity based ecological farming, such mutually

beneficial interaction of multiple species will exist. It will increase

the ecological and economic value of the paddy fields.  Only a holistic

approach towards these eco-systems can help sustain them so that

our food security in the long term is also assured. Therefore, protecting

such eco-systems is a necessity rather than a luxury.

Source: Paddy No 26 January 2015
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KERALA’S BATTLE TO PROTECT
ITS PADDY LANDS

Harish Vasudevan

Rice is the staple diet of the Keralite today. Till about two

decades back Keralites used to consume millets like ragi, little millet,

foxtail millet and also tubers like yam, tapioca etc in large quantities.

However, now rice is consumed during all three meals in different

forms. Therefore, rice is an important component of life in Kerala,

even more important is drinking water. Last year Kerala experienced

drought like conditions barely two to three months after monsoons

ended in September. This is a shocking state of affairs for a state

which gets plenty of rainfall. Both these issues bring us to paddy

fields and wetlands.

 Kerala’s drinking water availability and food security depend

on the protection of two factors, first, the Western Ghats which ensure

sufficient rains and water to Kerala and second paddy and wetlands

which act as natural water reservoirs and allow for the percolation of

water into the ground; thereby raising the ground water levels and

recharging wells . Currently, both these are in jeopardy; however the

threat to paddy lands is acute and extremely serious.

Paddy lands in Kerala have become a desired asset for the

capital and cash rich real estate industry. Land has become a prime

speculative asset and its price has escalated to astounding levels,

therefore the demand for the lower priced paddy fields has increased.

People with power are purchasing and converting paddy lands into

‘land banks’. It is clear that in many a project paddy lands are acquired

not because there are no other lands available, but because the price

of non-paddy land is high ( thereby reducing profit margins ) and

investors do not want to deal with issues of vacating people.
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The law to protect paddy lands exists in its violation!

 In 2008, the Kerala assembly passed a bill to protect paddy

and wetlands called The Kerala Conservation of Paddy Land and

Wetland Act, 20081. Initially, the Act did prevent the conversion of

paddy lands to other uses, but now paddy land conversion is taking

place without any checks and balances. This illegal conversion of

lands is matched by loss of water bodies and water availability. If

one travels through any district in Kerala, levelling of paddy lands (a

precursor to conversion on paper) is a common sight. As per the Paddy

Land Act there is a provision to issue a “stop memo” against people

who level the paddy lands and to seize the vehicles which bring the

earth to level the paddy lands. But due to the ‘unholy alliance’ between

the police force and the land mafia no such cases have been registered

and paddy lands are being levelled without any fear.

The state government is also approving projects , which

require conversion of paddy and wetlands. Airports in Aranmula,

Chikallur in Wayand, Anakkara in Idukki and buildings, industrial

parks and cricket stadiums, all require the destruction of our precious

paddy fields.

Efforts to undermine the Act

The Kerala government decided during a meeting on February

8, 2012, to modify the Paddy Land Act of 2008 to regularise all cases

of paddy field levelling and conversions up to 2005, after charging a

fine. This became controversial and the decision was abandoned.

Again on June 13, 2012, the Industries Ministry put forward the

proposal to amend the Paddy Land Act and it cited the requirements of

the ’Emerging Kerala’2 projects for suggesting the amendment. It came

to light that the Industries Ministry had already recommended projects

that would entail conversion of 1000s of acres of paddy land.Its

demand was that paddy land conversion should be allowed wherever

there is a requirement for industrial projects or tourism. Once again

public controversy resulted in shelving the proposal.

 However, two months later the same set of recommendations

reappeared, in front of the government in another form as the ’land

utilisation’ bill, again sponsored by the Industries Department. The

bill among other things also recommended cancellation of the 1967

land utilisation act. The Revenue Minister publicly objected to this
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new bill and the Law Department withdrew the bill. Decades before

the 2008 bill, Kerala had in place a law to prevent conversion of

paddy lands. Based on the Central government’s Essential Commodities

act of 1955, the Kerala government had promulgated the 1967 land

utilisation act, to prevent conversion of paddy lands. The 2008 Act to

protect paddy lands came into being with the intention of strengthening

the 1967 Act. If the 1967 Act was promulgated keeping in view the

need for food security, the 2008 Act also took into account the

environmental importance of paddy and wetlands to Kerala.

According to the 2008 Paddy Land Act it is a criminal offense

to convert paddy lands and it can attract jail term or fines, however

the publication of the paddy land data bank, a basic requirement for

implementing the Act, has not yet been done. In this situation the Act

is a mere paper tiger. V iolation of the Act happens when it is

established that a person has converted a paddy land which is

recorded in the paddy land data bank. The local governments at the

district level were supposed to prepare a draft data bank (as soon as

the law came into place) which was then supposed to be compared

with a satellite image and modified and fine tuned. The final version

of the land data bank was supposed to be published in the Gazette

within three months, but four years later it has not yet been published.

Therefore, the various cases filed by the police against persons who

illegally converted paddy lands during the last four years have been

thrown out by the High Court. The available draft data bank is full of

errors. To rectify these mistakes the satellite image available with the

government is inadequate, and a high resolution image is required;

but the government has not yet made the purchase. This delay is

directly benefitting people who are illegally converting paddy lands.

Does a state have to ensure its food security?

In the meantime, the prescription suggested by the Deputy

Chair of the Planning Commission is that paddy lands in Kerala can

be used for all other purposes including tourism, and neighbouring

states will sell Kerala the rice it requires. Leave aside his ignorance

about the ecological services provided by paddy lands; the simple

question is how long will Kerala protect its food security with grains

from other states? What if Andhra Pradesh and Tami Nadu decide to

develop by converting their paddy lands? In earlier times, when there
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was no means to transport food across long distances and when

Kerala used to grow its own food, food scarcity was a relatively rare

occurrence. Today Kerala grows only one fifth of the rice it needs – 6

lakh tonnes of the 40 lakh tonnes required. In 1974- 75 paddy

cultivation was taking place in 8.81 lakh hectares and the paddy

produced was 13.5 lakh tonnes. As against that only 2.13 lakh hectares

is under paddy cultivation today. That means we have lost about 6

lakh hectares of paddy land in the last 30 years. This loss of paddy

lands is the biggest threat to food security in Kerala.

Does paddy cultivation need support?

One of the major reasons cited for abandoning paddy

cultivation is that it is considered a loss making proposition.

Considering various factors paddy cultivation might seem like a losing

proposition, however paddy farmers in Kuttanad (Kerala’s rice bowl)

say that if paddy is procured and payments are made on time, paddy

farming is viable. Their complaint is that even when they are willing

to pay, there is no labour available for paddy cultivation. It is a fact

that paddy cultivation can never be as remunerative as real estate

deals. Today, world over, agriculture is sustained through government

subsidies be it in Japan, the countries in the European Union or the

United States. All countries that are worried about food security are

going in this direction. According to the 2008 Paddy Land Act the

government is supposed to provide necessary financial support to

paddy farmers, but disappointingly enough, nothing on that front has

happened till now.

Paddy fields not only provide food, they are also fresh water reservoirs

and store and replenish more fresh water than large dams in our

state. During paddy season the fields are the food source and living

space for many creatures and birds. Preserving this is not an individual

need; it is a societal responsibility.

The solution

 Sustainability on one hand and mindless development on

the other hand are two ways open to us. If we convert paddy lands for

temporary benefits, we will be sacrificing long term food security and

drinking water availability of the state. Even in developed nations

land use patterns are not changed for building activities. We have to

accept the fact that we are a land scarce state and we can’t allow
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projects that require large tracts of land. We should put stringent

restrictions on land use and land transactions and place restrictions

on indiscriminate buying of paddy land. Any modification of the Paddy

Land Act should only be to strengthen the Act. The current situation

where even private agencies are using loopholes in the law to convert

paddy lands in the name of public purpose should be stopped

forthwith. Paddy lands serve many ecological purposes which benefit

the society and ecology at large, however any losses that are incurred

are borne by the owner alone. Therefore, the government should think

of all paddy lands in the state as a ‘food reserve’ and buy it from

people who can’t afford to maintain it, and lease it out to people who

want to farm. Alternately the government should provide paddy land

owners a fixed amount every year to maintain their paddy lands. This

will give manyfold returns to the society in terms of drinking water

availability.

 Paddy cultivation has to be promoted and encouraged,

farmers should be supported, paddy procurement should be done at

the panchayat level and there should also be facilities for storage.

Innovative programs to attract youth into paddy cultivation have to

be introduced and eco-friendly farm tourism promoted while making

the farmers also beneficiaries of the program. The lacunae in the

Paddy Land Act need to be urgently rectified and the draft data bank

made publicly available after correcting the errors. Protecting paddy

lands which are our food reserves should become a priority.

Source:http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

news-letter—january-to-april-2013—save-our-rice-campaign-

56133185
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PADDY IN THE HIMALAYAS – PEOPLE’S
KNOWLEDGE IS THE WAY AHEAD

Dr Reetu Sogani

Traditional knowledge has always played a vital role in the

survival and securing of sustainable livelihoods for people in the

difficult, remote areas such as the Himalayan region.

 People’s knowledge and wisdom, has been crucial in

ensuring food security, health and cultivation of crops in this

vulnerable region. It has contributed immensely to strengthening the

mountain ecosystems which are considered the lifelines of river

basins, livelihoods and economy of people, of both highland and

lowlands. Moreover, their unique informal institutions and regulations

ensured that interference ( with nature) did not go beyond the point of

natural resilience, unlike present times, when the changes happening

are way (through influx of chemical farming as well as climate change)

beyond the coping capacity of nature. That is also the situation with

rice paddy cultivation in the Himalayan foothills.

People’s Knowledge and Paddy cultivation

Rice is one of the major staple crops of the hills. In fact it is

considered to have originated in the Himalayan foothills1.

Uttarakhand hills possess a rich genetic diversity of rice. In

Uttarakhand alone, there were more than 3000 varieties of rice at the

time of independence, mentions Sri. Vijay Jardhari, an activist leading

Beej Bachao Aandolan2

People’s immense experience and time tested knowledge over

the years has helped them cultivate a wide range of paddy varieties,

with different taste and aroma, varied shapes and textures, at different

altitudes and climatic zones. This has been crucial for their survival

in the ecologically fragile, earthquake prone Himalayas. Being high

on medicinal and nutritive value, these rice varieties have also ensured

people’s health in these difficult remote areas.
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 Rice has a huge cultural significance as well. In fact, no

cultural event is considered complete without the use of rice either as

simple food, or a rice based delicacy, or use in rituals and as offering

to gods. It would not be wrong to say that it has a particular significance

in all life events –right from birth until death. Even the food people

have every day, is popularly called “dal bhat” (lentils and cooked

rice).

Traditional varieties and significance

The popularity of the traditional varieties goes beyond state

recognised boundaries as reflected in the experience of a local woman

in Uttarkashi, “Chatyu, a red variety of rice is one of the more popular

ones and grows in more than one region in the hills. Despite the

onslaught of hybrid paddy varieties Chatyu is still the most sought

after because of its taste, medicinal property and high nutritive value.

We don’t use fertilizers at all in this crop.” Since ancient times it was

traded with neighbouring states like Himachal Pradesh in exchange

for some other items. Locals claim that its production level hasn’t

gone down through the years.

Likewise Basmati cultivated in the Dehradun (Majra) region

is famous for its flavour, taste and aroma. “The entire village would

know when Basmati rice was cooked in one of the houses in the village.”

Sav Dhan, a rice variety used in some religious rituals by locals,

grows in very select areas. In Vamanswal micro water shed, there is

only one village which grows it and the growing families are informed

in advance of the quantity required in the following season by other

families ( both from within and the nearby villages). Thus intra-inter

village exchange of traditional varieties was a powerful medium of

interdependence and linkage amongst villages.

 Apart from being accessible and a source of high nutritive

value, these traditional varieties are also drought resistant, can

withstand hailstorms (varieties such as Jhedu, Lathmar, Khimanand

ki Ghodi”3), can tolerate long dry spells; do not require lot of water

(such as Kanguri). Besides, Jhedu is not attacked by animals and birds.

Being thorny, it is left alone and not touched by animals such as

boars, monkeys, etc4

 .A variety called Jyolia has a wonderful aroma and is one of

the favourites for Kheer5 preparation. Both Jyolia and Longia are
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brown, highly nutritive varieties. Halmundi variety grown in

Uttarkhashi area has medicinal value (effective for treating white

discharge problem which ails 90% of the women in the hills). Moreover,

traditional varieties are also a good source of nutritive feed for animals

(for example Ramjyan). All the varieties exist even today though many

of them are in decline and are grown in very small areas by a few

families; Ramjyan is one variety which is not so easily available now.

Role of women

Women play a crucial role in hill agriculture. It will not be an

exaggeration to say that women’s contribution constitutes more than

90% of the agrarian economy in the hills. Rice cultivation also depends

predominantly on women’s labour, (except for ploughing and

harrowing) right from land leveling, seed bed preparation to harvest

and post harvest activities.

Green Revolution and its impact

The advent of cash crops in the 1970’s has resulted, to an

extent, in reduced rice production through its replacement with cash

crops such as cabbage, tomatoes etc, in many areas. Besides that, the

replacement of cheap, accessible, environment friendly, local inputs

with costly chemical based inputs such as fertilizers, and to some

extent pesticides, has had dire implications for small rice growers. In

addition to adversely impacting the soil fertility and land productivity,

the ever increasing costs and market dependence of these inputs has

made it unviable to grow paddy in many areas. This is forcing farmers,

in many cases, to replace rice cultivation with some other crop or to

give up farming and migrate to become labourers.

It has also led to the erosion of the rich diversity base of the

hills. Rice varieties (mostly irrigated ones but also non irrigated ones)

have been hardest hit. Chemical intensive agriculture, being more

vulnerable to the impact of climatic variations, has further reduced

people’s resilience considerably. But thankfully, chemicals haven’t

affected the agricultural system of remote and rain fed areas yet.

Villagers have been experiencing changes in weather for a

long time now. Rice growing communities too are getting severely

impacted in the process. But it is obvious that many of them can’t

relate it to increasing carbon emissions, global warming etc.
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With irrigation facilities highly limited and confined,

dependence on rainfall is very high. With changing rainfall pattern

(frequency, duration, intensity, timing), fewer snowfalls, reduced water

recharge, frequent hailstorms, the probability of paddy crop failure

and subsequent consequences have increased many times over.

Higher temperatures have led to early maturity of crops, like

rice, in many places and has changed harvesting timings as well- e.g.

harvesting time now is end of September while earlier it was mid

October. In some cases, according to some of the farmers in the valley

regions of Nainital district area, they have started growing three crops

in a year in the place of two, thereby affecting soil fertility adversely.

 Women’s work load has multiplied many times over due to

degraded common property resources, reduced water levels, increased

dependence on forest reserves due to reduced residue and crop

production, increasing cropping cycles, as well as decline in inter-

intra village cooperation in highly tedious, time consuming activities

such as transplantation, weeding etc. Moreover, increasing dependence

on markets for agricultural inputs and other information has also

undermined and ignored women’s immense knowledge and experience,

and reduced the active participation that they once enjoyed in

agriculture related decision making.

These changes have not only impacted the livelihood of the

people adversely, but also made them vulnerable to food insecurity,

disease and hunger.This is quite critical, especially in the context of

already existing high levels of malnutrition and anemia amongst

women and girls. With increasing workload the impact is multiplied

many times over.

 It is ironic that, despite being the major source of emissions

(GHG), industrial agriculture is still being promoted in the hills by the

government and other forces and not much effort is being made to

promote traditional/sustainable agriculture. This is despite

Uttrakhand being an organic state.

Thankfully, there are pockets where traditional varieties are

still being grown. There are also incidents of people reverting to

traditional agriculture, but with most of the varieties either extinct or

on the verge of extinction, they are having a hard time. Pursuing the

cause of sustainable agriculture and preservation of traditional
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varieties relentlessly, over the past few decades, movements like Beej

Bachao Aandolan provide a ray of hope, with their remarkable

collection of at least one hundred paddy varieties.

Being holders and practitioners of traditional knowledge

systems, small farmers and women farmers have contributed

immensely to using natural resources sustainably, thereby ensuring

their family and environmental health and well being. It is very

unfortunate that they have been relegated to the background in the

present scenario, when they can play a vital role in developing

community based mitigation and adaptation strategies to address

the issues of agriculture and climate change. It is imperative that

urgent efforts are made by the government and policy makers to

promote biodiversity based agriculture actively involving farmers and

local communities.

Source: http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-news-

letter-july-2010-46671312
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PESTICIDES AND PADDY

Usha S

In last January a paddy farmer from Vidarbha in Maharashtra

committed suicide because of his mounting debt and inability to sell

his harvested paddy. In 2010 many paddy farmers in Orissa also

committed suicide. Even in Kerala some paddy farmers killed

themselves! In the seventies the picture was very different, especially

in Kerala and Tamilnadu where paddy farmers were in the forefront of

the society. Many government employees even resigned their jobs and

took up paddy cultivation. Paddy was a socially and economically

valued crop.

Paddy is also a cultural crop. In India we have a long history

of paddy cultivation, with locally adapted varieties and practices,

trying to feed the burgeoning population. But the colonisation and the

two world wars led to a lot of social uncertainties and economic

collapse and the rural people had to pay a big price. So naturally

independent India had to think of her food security, food self sufficiency

and stop the import of food. The policy makers and political and

social leaders sought ideas from the scientific community and

technocrats and thus the idea of adopting Green Revolution dependent

on irrigation and other technological breakthroughs to increase

production, was born.

HYVs and pesticides

The Green Revolution was launched in India in 1966 with the

introduction of the high yielding paddy seed IR-8 from the International

Rice Research Institute (IRRI), Philippines. This was also the first

International Year of Rice, launched by Food and Agriculture

Organisation (FAO). IRRI exported not only their newly developed seeds

but also the idea of using chemical fertilisers and pesticides in the

Asian rice fields. Governments took a lot of effort to teach the traditional

farmers the idea of increasing productivity as well as the new methods

to achieve that. Various strategies were used, starting from free supply

of chemical fertilisers, subsidies for chemical pesticides, to giving
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loans and other support to only those paddy farmers who adopt these

technologies.

When farmers started cultivating HYVs they realised that these

varieties are susceptible to pests and diseases. Scientists came up

with the idea of spraying chemical pesticides to save the crops from

pests. In the beginning agriculture departments organised

demonstrations of pesticide spraying and pesticides were distributed

by the department through its extension machinery which was followed

by the opening up of pesticide shops in every nook and corner of the

country to make them easily accessible. The pesticides were also

subsidised by the government and hence very affordable. Within a

few years farmers realised that the pesticides were becoming

ineffective and they tried higher dosages and newer chemicals and

thereby creating opportunities for more pesticide companies. They

sold different varieties of pesticides directly to the helpless farmers.

This resulted in more and more pest out breaks and pest resurgence.

The chemical pesticides could not eliminate pests; instead they

eliminated many predators from the field.

Pesticides in Paddy

The pesticide saga in paddy began with DDT, from DDT

farmers moved to endrin, folidol, endosulfan, monocrotophos,

chlorpyrifos, quinalphos, furadan, karate etc. All of them are either

highly persistent, highly toxic to all life forms including human beings.

The list is long!

 Rice stands next to cotton in terms of consumption of

chemical pesticides in India. As per statistics on an average paddy

cultivation uses 17% of total pesticides used in the country. Why does

paddy, the most important food crop of the country, need so many

pesticides to give a good harvest? In Punjab, Andhra Pradesh,

Tamilnadu, Kerala, where ever paddy is cultivated extensively (two

crops a year) with irrigated water and HYV seeds the situation is the

same. Many of them use the same pesticides. What has been the effect

of this rampant use of pesticides in paddy fields? Nothing less than a

nightmare come true with detrimental effects on farmers health,

ecological devastation of rice paddies, loss of aquatic life , and above

all increased pest outbreaks!
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Numerous studies have revealed the detrimental effect of

pesticide use on farmer health. A recent study from Thanjavore in

Tamilnadu by IIT Chennai brought out the acute effects of various

pesticides on farmers health. The conclusions from this study is as

follows1

“Use of pesticides in the agriculture sector poses a serious

environmental and public health problem. The relationship between

the extent of pesticide-use and signs and symptoms of illnesses due

to exposure among farmers of Thanjavur District (South India) was

assessed. 631 farmers were interviewed using pretested interview

questionnaires during a cross sectional survey (537 men and 94

women). 433 (68.6%) farmers (of whom 4 were women) sprayed

pesticides by themselves and therefore were directly exposed to

pesticides. More than 75% of farmers used either “moderately” or

“highly hazardous” pesticides. 88% did not use any form of protection,

while handling pesticides. About 50% of sprayers mixed different

brands of pesticides, many of which were substitutable to each other.

56% of farmers obtained information on pesticides from retail shop

owners. Farmers reported the following acute signs and symptoms:

“excessive sweating” (36.5%), “burning/ stinging/ itching of eyes”

(35.7%), “dry/sore throat” (25.5%), “excessive salivation” (14.1%).

These signs and symptoms had a higher prevalence among the sprayers.

....There is need for creating more awareness among the farmers and

authorities in enforcing and ensuring the use of protective gear while

handling pesticides.”

The cancer epidemic in the heartland of Indian Green

revolution, Punjab, is extensively documented. Two recent research

reports from Punjab, in addition to the existing evidence over the

years, about the link between pesticide use and incidence of cancer

have prompted the state government of Punjab to set up a cancer

registry program in the state. A recent study from Punjabi University

found that there was high rate of DNA damage and fragmentation

among farmers using pesticides thereby increasing the chances of

cancer and chromosome mutations. 36% of blood samples of farmers

occupationally exposed to pesticides showed DNA damage and cotton,

paddy and wheat growers were found to be the worst affected.2 Another

study conducted by a committee headed by J S Bajaj, vicechairperson
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of the Punjab State Planning Board, in 17 villages in South West Punjab,

found extensive contamination of drinking water with pesticides and

heavy metals3

Not only farmers’ health but also the whole ecosystem

becomes burdened with pesticide residues as in the case of endosulfan.

Rice paddies were a great source of fish, snails, crabs and other biota.

These were the main source of protein for the rice eating populations,

especially the poor. Most of these resources got wiped out in the

process of increasing paddy production. In regions where sustainable

paddy cultivation or non pesticidal management (NPM) is

implemented, farmers admit that these valuable resources are coming

back.

The disappearance of frogs from the paddy fields is by now

well known and it’s after effects are being talked about even by ordinary

people. Frogs are known to be excellent indicators of ecosystem health

because the thin skin of the amphibian makes it susceptible to

environmental contaminants, particularly agricultural chemical.

Research has established that many insecticides act as endocrine

disruptors, inducing feminizing effects and severely affecting frog

populations. In some studies it was also revealed that organs of frogs

exposed to pesticides were malformed.

Continued and excessive use of pesticides in paddy fields

has been reported to cause pests out break as well. Brown Plant Hopper

(BPH-appropriately called the Green Revolution pests) outbreaks due

to insecticides have been recognized for many years. Kenmore (1980)

reported this in the Philippines and others have described and

quantified the ecological impact of insecticides to rice arthropod

communities (Heong and Schoenly 1998). The importance of these

natural enemies was emphasized by Ooi and Shepard (1994) and over

100,000 copies of “Friend of the Rice Farmer: Helpful Insects, Spiders

and Pathogens” by Shepard, Barrion and Litsinger (first published in

1987 by the International Rice Research Institute) have been printed

and distributed in over 25 non-English languages.

In a recently concluded workshop in Singapore , organised by

Ramsar Convention, it was reported that unbridled and unregulated

manufacture and use of pesticides in Asian countries without

inadequate farmer education has led to a situation where pests are

thriving and laying to waste vast tracts of Asia’s paddy farms.”4
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Nevertheless, majority of the governments and international agencies

have neither taken cognizance of these facts nor made appropriate

course correction

A Glimpse of sustainable alternatives

IRRI which was one of the leading promoters of chemical

based paddy cultivation has changed its policy and stance on the use

of pesticides. Since the mid 1990s IRRI has said that productive paddy

cultivation does not require the use of chemical pesticides. A major

study done under the aegis of IRRI concluded among other things that

if the economic impact of pesticides on farmer health is taken into

account, then natural pest control is the most profitable pest

management strategy.

A trial was undertaken in Indonesia When President Suharto

issued a Presidential decree to ban 57 kinds of insecticides in 1986

aimed at removing the insecticide subsidies that accompanied the

rice intensification program. Insecticide use gradually declined when

subsidies were removed. IPM training followed a year or so later. The

results were clear and dramatic.

Another glimpse of a different future for pesticide free paddy

farming is available in our own country in Andhra Pradesh, where the

community managed sustainable agriculture (CMSA) began.

Introduced under the aegis of Centre for Sustainable Agriculture (CSA)

this initiative focused on eliminating chemical pesticides from the

package of farming practices. None of the crops including paddy grown

under the NPM program use any chemical pesticide; instead farmers

depend on ecological, biological and cultural methods of pest control.

CMSA is based on a judicious combination of scientific

methods, indigenous practices and traditional wisdom. With

integrated pest management as its centrepiece CMSA advocates

managing pest populations through understanding pest behavior,

improving soil health, increasing diversity of crop systems and using

local land races ,replacing chemical pesticides with physical methods

and bio pesticides and reducing (and eventually stopping) the use of

synthetic fertilizers 5 . CMSA has been ably managed by robust

community institutions and able leadership within the community;

farmers are mobilized into self help groups, trained through farmer

field schools and provided institutional support for credit and value

addition. Currently a million farmers are practicing non pesticidal
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management across an area of 2.5 million acres (1 million ha) spread

over 7000 villages in 22 districts of Andhra Pradesh6 .

Conclusion

 In the second week of May many of us participated in a seed

sowing ceremony in a tribal village in Kerala along with 35 students.

The tribal chief described to us the rituals which they follow during

sowing, transplanting and harvest. Children got really enthused since

they were seeing it for the first time. Some of the students were from

the same district but they had not seen something like this before.

These tribal farmers have been cultivating paddy for

generations and they continue to use the same varieties of paddy.

They have not gone in to the ‘seed replacement’ scheme and they have

not used pesticides so far. They are satisfied with their heritage seed

collections developed by their forefathers. The ritual was to pay respect

to this heritage and remember those who developed these varieties

from the wild cultivars. They get a satisfactory yield with the

application of cow dung and other green manures. They have various

cultural methods to control pests as well.

This must be true for most of the indigenous rice farmers of

India. But the economists and policy makers are not satisfied and

they have not learnt from the tragedy caused by the first green

revolution. They have not realised that rice farmers have lost their

position in the society and this is not because they did not produce

enough rice. In fact they produced well beyond their capacity and

their soil’s capabilities (and their produce did not reach the needy

and poor but fed the rats in the government godowns instead) and in

the process lost everything while the pesticide companies gained

tremendously.

Now the people in power have planned for a second green

revolution with hybrid seeds and this time they have tied up not only

with pesticide companies but seed companies as well. Any person

with some common sense can see that the future predicted by Rachel

Carson, in her famous book ‘Silent Spring’ about the future of chemical

farming and humanity, has become true although she did not live long

enough to see it.

Source: Paddy 11&12 July 2011
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SAVING POKKALI RICE

Soumik Banerjee

It was water everywhere and we were being rowed on a boat

to reach the coconut lined edges, as we stepped into the grassy bunds

overgrown with shrubs, we could see to our amazement – golden

panicles of POKKALI Paddy waving at the light wind growing on a pool

of water….

 POKKALI

A unique salt tolerant, flood resistant variety that is endemic

to coastal taluks of Alapuzha, Ernakulum & Thrisur districts in the

southern Indian state of Kerala; grown across a few hundred acres,

this variety was awarded the Geographical Indication (GI) tag in 2008

as well as Plant Genome Savior Award in 2011. Pokkali rice is large

grained rice with distinct flavor and commands higher price than

ordinary varieties. It is cultivated without need/ use of any external

inputs- fertilizers or pesticides.The rice is cultivated from June to

November, followed by fish prawn culture in the same field after

harvest of paddy. The prawn fishlings swim in from the sea and the

backwaters after rice harvest and feed on the leftovers of the harvested

crop. The rice crop further gets nutrients from the prawn excrements

and other remnants, thus making rice-prawn mutually complimentary.

The prawn-fish crop is harvested by the middle of March, the

outer bunds are then strengthened to prevent any seepage of saline

water and by end of March -saline water is completely drained/

pumped out, and by June paddy seeds are sown. After a month they are

transplanted in the same field, completely through human labor

(without using cattle), further harvesting the paddy in mid Nov. The

cultivation is highly dependent on the southwest monsoon and the

tidal action of the Arabian Sea, the high salinity of the water-logged
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fields caused by high tide is washed off by the plentiful monsoon

rains.

40 years ago 26,000 ha were under pokkali cultivation

however today only 5000 ha is left and 500 ha cultivated; due to the

high cost of paddy cultivation. This is despite the increased demand,

export potential and income from prawn cultivation.

Currently saline water is let into the paddy fields before mid-

Nov , resulting in intolerable levels of salinity that is not only causing

the destruction of one of the highly nutritious indigenous rice

traditions but also destroying the houses in and around. This is being

done to facilitate the prawn industry at the cost of rice farming.

 The high levels of salt is destroying the plaster, brick and

cement of the homes, paint (which contains lead) dust is being inhaled

by the families residing in the area on a continuous basis further

resulting in asthma, liver and kidney ailments and a number of other

complications. Even drinking water is no longer consumable as an

acre of paddy field would recharge 3 lakh litres of sweet rainwater

into the ground and with the collapse of the riceprawn system and

intensification of salinity families are forced to buy drinking water

(in one of the highest rainfall regions in the country) from water tankers

paying hefty sums.

Most of the landowners in the area are absentees; thus it is

the common people who suffer; they have lost the ability to produce

highly nutritious chemical free rice for themselves, lost employment

opportunities during rice cultivation, in addition to facing the health

and drinking water access problems.

In this backdrop the Pokkali Samrakshana Samara Samiti

(PSSS), translating to Pokkali Conservation Agitation Committee, was

initiated, in 2009, under the leadership of Francis Kalathunkal, a

Professor, in an Engineering College, who has been struggling to revive

Pokalli rice cultivation. After numerous appeals- the Govt proposed

one rice-one fish approach meaning 6 months of rice followed by 4

months of prawn/fish. However this is not being adhered to primarily

due to the greed of the powerful and well entrenched prawn

establishment which does not want to wait for the Nov 15 deadline of

keeping saline water off the paddy fields. .
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 In the year 2013, PSSS initiated a unique approach to revive

Pokkali rice by floating one thousand rupee bonds. After harvest (in 6

months) the investments are returned through highly nutritious,

organically grown Pokkali rice or in cash without interest. Though

this approach was quite successful, in 2014 the landowners, under

pressure from the prawn establishment, refused to lease out lands for

Pokkali rice and thus the bonds could not be floated.

 Currently thousands of families in the area are affected and

in spite of the efforts of the PSSS and even some support from the

district administration Pokkali rice continues to be affected and

destroyed..

At the time of our visit, the Pokkali Samrakshana Samara

Samiti had registered an FIR to protest the release of saline water into

the rice fields before the stipulated deadline resulting in complete

ruin of the maturing crop.

Thanks to the Pokkali farmers, Francis Kalathunkal, Gasper

Kalathunkal and all those who helped us to document this unique

tradition and their struggle for its revival.

Source: http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

october-2014-64381923
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Seed

Seeds have the power to preserve
species, to enhance cultural as well as
genetic diversity, to counter economic
monopoly and to check the advance of

conformity on all its many fronts.

Michael Pollan
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LOST IN THE GREEN REVOLUTION,
MANY-HUED VARIETIES OF PADDY ARE
BEING REVIVED IN KERALA

Leneesh K & Sridhar R

Rice Diversity Blocks in Kerala and five other states preserve

over 1,000 indigenous varieties of rice that were at risk of being lost.

In the Indian subcontinent, the birthplace of paddy, the colours

of the crop’s many varieties are as diverse as the land, its people,

languages, cultures, costumes, dialects and so on. But most of that

variety was lost, when farmers were asked to forgo indigenous varieties

of paddy for a few high yielding varieties (HYVs) developed in labs.

This was 50 years ago, when the Green revolution saw India

intensively push for replacing its more than 1.5 lakh heritage varieties

with the new HYVs, simply to ensure better productivity.

Today, thanks to a few farmers, who refused to forgo their

heritage seeds, and thanks to the efforts of scientists like Dr Richaria,

and later Dr Debal Deb, as well as national campaigns like the Save our

Rice Campaign (SoRC), more than 1,000 varieties are preserved and

propagated every year in fields, and maintained in Rice Diversity Blocks

(RDBs) and live seed banks across India.

Indigenous Rice Diversity Blocks are fields that maintain the

various varieties of paddy across years, either as a collective effort by

entities like the SoRC or by individual farmers. The Save our Rice

campaign has facilitated themaintenance of many RDBs across six

states – Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, West Bengal, Chattisgarh and

Jharkhand. Together, these RDBs conserve more than 1,000 indigenous

varieties, which over 30,000 farmers have adopted.

One such RDB at the Thanal Agro-ecology Centre (TAEC) in

Panavally in Wayanad district of Kerala has grabbed wider public
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attention this year. This RDB has 219 indigenous rice varieties, of which

164 are native to Kerala. This is the largest live collection of paddy

varieties in the state.

The campaign started its RDB work in Kerala in 2010. The first

RDB was trialed at Kammana in Edavaka gram panchayat in Wayanad

district. It was maintained on the paddy field of an indigenous farmer

called Cheruvayal Raman. It had 22 indigenous rice varieties, all local

to the Wayanad district. Cheruvayal Raman, later went on to become an

icon of his own, as a conserver of seeds.

This RDB attracted a lot of attention especially among farmers

and students. Dr Leena Kumari, then Professor and head, Regional

Agriculture Research Station (RARS) (expansion), Mankombu and Sri

Krishnaprasad, the seed consultant with the Campaign, provided the

technical support, training RDB curators and field organisers in Kerala

in maintaining RDB and seed purity.

Rajesh and Reena, two nature enthusiasts gave their paddy

land to Thanal, a voluntary organisation with its Agro-Ecology Centre

at Panavelly, Wyanad for maintaining the RDB. This helped SoRC

increase the number of varieties and scientifically manage its own

RDB. The Campaign had, by then, collected 64 indigenous rice

varieties. Nearly half of the varieties in this RDB were local to Wayanad.

In 2011-12 SoRC conducted seed exploration trips in Kerala.

In February 2013, it also ran a seed caravan from Kasargod to Thrissur

for sensitising the public about the importance of conserving

indigenous seeds. Both helped SoRC increase its collection of indigenous

rice seeds.

There were many issues in maintaining so many varieties of

paddy in one block. The wide difference in duration of the varieties

was the main challenge. The flowering of the different rice plants needed

to be asynchronised (made not to coincide), to avoid cross pollination

and ensure each variety remained pure. It took 3 years to stabilise the

functioning of this RDB. In 2013, the team managed to establish the

asynchrony in the RDB and built it up as a rice learning centre.

The RDB was not maintained merely as a field where diverse

rice seeds are grown. It soon grew into a centre for knowledge sharing.

The first rice field days event, a residential workshop for a growing

group of seed savers from different parts of Kerala, was conducted at
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the RDB at Panavelly in November 2013. At the event, knowledge about

the diverse varieties was shared, and this motivated them to take more

efforts to conserve indigenous rice varieties.

Compared to 2010, there is a passion among farmers today

for traditional seeds, and many have adopted them in their

cultivation. Interestingly, the Agriculture Department is now interested

in promoting these varieties. This development is seen in the other rice

campaign states of West Bengal, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu as well.

This is indeed a welcome development.

It is now also seen that many of these varieties also compete

well with the HYVs, show a better resistance to pests and diseases,

and most importantly adapt well to local climatic conditions. Some

of them have excellent stress tolerance properties, and are highly

suitable for changing climate conditions. The collection includes

varieties that are scented, medicinal, palatable for different culinary

purposes, recipes and so on.

In April 2014, the RDB Panavally launched its seed distribution

programme. Following this, C Vijayan, a farmer from Kannur district,

established an RDB in his village Alappadamba with the rice seeds he

collected from Panavelly.

Owing to increased interest among large sections of people,

especially farmers and schools, the field days turned into a field week

programme in 2014. After visiting the RDB, a few inspired minds started

similar RDBs in other parts of the state, including one in Kasargod by

Prabhakaran, a school teacher and farmer, and another in Wayanad

by T Unnikrishnan, a farmer.

Thanal along with the SoRC conducted its first seed festival in

the region in April 2015 at the LP school in Panavally. It was a one-day

seed festival featuring events such as seed exhibition, seed exchange, a

food festival and sessions on various topics related to seed

conservation, agro-ecology and so on.

The year 2016, was an exciting one for paddy seed conservation

in Kerala. Five seed festivals were conducted, which drew visitors

from across the state. 13 RDBs now exist across the state, having

spread to the districts of Kasaragod, Kannur, Wyanad, Thrissur,

Malappuram and Palakkad.
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The icing on the cake came when photographer Midhun

Raveendranath and his team, used a helicam over the Rice Diversity

Block in Panavelly and gave the world a bird’s-eye view of the RDB.

With such photographic evidence, the world came to see a paddy

diversity field, in all the various hues and colours of nature.

With interest in indigenous rice varieties growing among

scientists, farmers and policy makers, and thanks to the growing

popularity of RDBs, the future looks brighter for the preservation of

the diverse varieties of paddy, in all their natural glory.

Source:http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

january-2017-74504370
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SEED SOVEREIGNTY

Krishna Prasad & Anitha Reddy,

Sahaja Samruddha

Srenika Raj from Chinnikate is a 5th generation farmer, and a

seed saver of “Budda Batha” rice. Budda Batha is a drought tolerant

rice variety, of five months duration, grown since multiple generations

in Chinnikatte, Haveri district. Budda Batha is sown during June and

harvested in November. Seed saving is nothing new to Raj, who has

learnt it from his father who in turn mastered it from his father and

grandfather. The large extended family farms and lives together since

generations and their family home has large bamboo structures called

“galige”, which look like miniaturewells, to store their precious paddy

seeds.

 They know exactly what pests are likely to attack the stored

seeds and as a preventive measure mix the seeds with dried neem

leaves before storing them. After the galige is filled with paddy seeds

the top is closed with paddy straw and plastered with cow dung.

When the next sowing season arrives, the seeds are brought out,

planted in the family fields and shared with other farmers. Like most

farmers they save and store more seed than they need in case another

farmer loses his seed or needs additional seed. This is not an unusual

family or an extraordinary practice, this was the tradition followed

in most farming communities.

 Even now, in most rain fed areas, especially on small

subsistence farms which are linked to local markets, seed production

is an integral part of farming. Not as a “specialized” activity, but

seamlessly merged with the growing of crops and the totality of work

and life on a farm. All the agricultural biodiversity that is our heritage

has been developed and maintained on such farms and these unknown

farmers are our real seed breeders, claiming no intellectual property

rights, no royalties, and no acknowledgement. Seeds and farmers go

together - farmers select crops based on local conditions, exchange

planting material freely amongst themselves and upon harvesting,
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choose the seeds to keep for the next planting season. Farmers are the

producers and users of seeds.

The situation began changing when the first experts were

brought in to ‘improve’ crops and make agriculture more ‘profitable’.

Now most of the essential inputs of farming, which used to be produced

and recycled within the farm in a rhythmic manner, season after

season, year after year, are being purchased from companies at very

heavy cost. Of all the inputs required on a farm, the corporate grip

over seeds is the most alarming because it threatens to hold farming

and food security hostage to big business interests. First the public

sector came with high yielding varieties (HYV) and hybrids and they

were followed by the multinational seed companies. The latest weapon

in the arsenal is the genetically engineered seed. Sadly the Indian

agriculture establishment is playing hand maiden to the multinational

seed companies who want to produce and sell GE seeds.

Today, within a few decades of the advent of the ‘experts’ we

have lost most of our seed diversity and only fragments of this wealth

survive in few pockets in remote or hilly areas or in backyard gardens

which the agro-industry has not yet managed to invade. Even

government policies discourage the saving of seeds by farmers.

Tragically, most farmers have lost their connection with seeds. The

companies charge very high premiums for the seeds, which farmers

are forced to pay and they have to replace the seeds every year.

Companies dump seeds without checking their germination

capacity. No guarantees are given for seed quality and the farmer is

not compensated for losses incurred. This has caused serious damage

to our agriculture and also led to many farmer suicides. The situation

is exacerbated by poor regulation and absence of strict punitive

measures to protect farmers’ interests.

The way ahead

If the integrity of farming is to be restored and preserved, it is

crucial for farmers to regain and retain self-reliance in all inputs,

especially seeds. It is necessary for farmers to win back their primary

role as seed breeders and custodians. In areas where seed saving still

survives as an integral part of traditional farming, it needs to be

honoured and safeguarded. Traditional seeds and crop improvement

methods produce the same vigour and varietal purity claimed by hybrid
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methods. But this line of work is totally ignored because it empowers

farmers to produce their own seed. Farmers’ empowerment is the last

thing that seed corporations are interested in.

It is the conviction to empower farmers and recapture our

seed sovereignty which led us, at Sahaja Samrudha, ten years back to

begin the work of reviving the culture of seed conservation in farms

and later initiate the Save Our Rice Campaign in Karnataka. We have

identified many farmer-seed savers and sourced traditional seeds

from all over and are building a collection. Individual seed savers

and organizations keen on conservation are identified and on-farm

conservation of diverse landraces is being carried out. The two

conditions are farmers should be willing to grow paddy organically

and grow and conserve local varieties. The farmers grow different

varieties in their own field, which are called “diversity blocks” These

diversity blocks located on farmers fields become local decentralized

seed banks and the seed collections are being multiplied. These

multiplied seeds are further distributed to other farmers. . Presently

about ten organic farmer groups and 250 individual farmers are

directly involved in the rice conservation project and we have farmer

seed savers in most of the districts in Karnataka (see map below,

which gives the number of varieties being conserved in each district).

Continuous conservation and multiplication of popular paddy

landraces has resulted in increased availability of indigenous seeds,

which are being sown in thousands of new acres every yearIn addition

we are working to revitalize our traditional practices of seed

distribution, seed collection and multiplication and to also enhance

the role of women as curators of seeds. Women always played a major

role in our agriculture system but with changes in agriculture over

the past few decades their role has been undermined. Enhancing their

role in our agriculture and reviving our age old practices of seed

exchange will increase conservation of agrobiodiversity.

The tradition of seed saving is the 10,000 year old legacy of

farming which we can’t afford to sacrifice and surrender to corporate

pressures and interests! We have to gain control over our seeds –

seed sovereignty is food security and freedom!

Source:   http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy—

news-letter-january-2011-40685840.
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TRADITIONAL PADDY MOVEMENT
IN TAMIL NADU

M L Lachin

We all know that India is a treasure trove of wisdom, one of

the ancient geographies where agriculture was happening nine months

in a year; agriculture is also one of the reasons for her grand civilization

and the rich cultural heritage. Most of the festivals in India are

connected to agriculture and the change in seasons; with that

background in mind, we will examine the traditional paddy movement

which has been spawned in Tamil Nadu.

Rice is life in Tamil Nadu (TN); traditionally farmers of TN

have mastered the art of cultivation of rice like in many other parts of

India. Land holding in India varies and it is the same in Tamil Nadu.

Traditionally there were specific varieties earmarked for small land

holdings, specific seasons, agro-climatic zones and medicinal and

specific food purposes. Close to 40 years after green revolution,

traditional paddy has almost been forced into extinction. This is due

to the focus on modern cultivars, promotion of chemical based

agriculture by consecutive governments, and modern techniques. High

yielding paddy dominates the Tamil Nadu paddyscape. However, India

is a magical country and in the midst of all these changes, in remote

corners you can find the agricultural wisdom that has been preserved

and along with it a few precious traditional paddy varieties.

The Save Our Rice Campaign with the help of organic farming

pioneer and philosopher Dr Nammalwar has built a movement in

Tamil Nadu. Eight years of hard work from Jayaraman and team has

led to a revival of traditional paddy. This movement has brought back

the importance of traditional paddy to the main stream discourse.

The movement’s greatest contribution, apart from revival, has been to

document the folk wisdom associated with the traditional paddy

cultivation, the myriad varieties and the extensive uses of these
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(including medicinal uses of most of the varieties). It all started with
an advertisement in Pasumai Vikatan, a sustainable agriculture
magazine “crop 5 times a year with “Aruvatham kuruvai”. Traditionally
Aruvatham kuruvai was cultivated with Otadayan another paddy
variety as a mixed crop. After some search Aruvatham kuruvai seeds
were obtained from Kolappa Pillai and seed multiplication started.
Traditional Paddy Conservation - Five Years Overview (2006-2011)

 Let us examine the status of five years of traditional paddy
conservation at the CREATE research centre at Adirengam. Every year
since 2006, under the aegis of the SOR campaign traditional paddy
seeds are being grown and distributed to farmers.A seed festival that
began in 2005-2006, has been held once a year since then. In the
initial years interested farmers from the neighbouring villages came
to collect the paddy seeds, then slowly farmers from neighbouring
districts and now from all corners of the state throng the festival at
Adirengam.

From the initial 16 varieties that were grown and distributed
to 425 farmers in 2006 the latest seed festival in May, 2013, saw over
3000 farmers from all the districts of Tamil Nadu flocking, to choose
from 61 traditional paddy varieties. Due to the tremendous demand

for seeds in the last couple of years, the SOR campaign team in Tamil

Nadu has also begun holding small festivals in other districts, to

reach farmers who are unable to come to Adirengam. Below is the

data from the CREATE Traditional Paddy Conservation/Organic Farming

Training Center - Adhirangam for the years 2006-2011.
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As per our projections, in 2011, over 3000 people have

procured the seeds. Below is the map which plots how many farmers

from each district have directly procured traditional paddy seeds

during the seed festivals organized by CREATE at Adhirangam, in 2011

Number of farmers from each district who have procured seeds

Of the61 varieties being conserved and distributed, 19

varieties are most popular among the farmers. Below is a table from

the midyear seed festival held in November 2011 where we could

collate the data of the number of farmers who procured each variety

of paddy. As per our records 707 farmers participated in the festival

in Adhirangam in November 2011 (the main seed festival is in May,

this was held additionally due to the demand for seeds). The

distribution of paddy seeds variety wise is as follows:

The seeds that farmers love
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Farmers speak
These seed festivals are not only about how many varieties of

seeds are grown, and distributed and how many farmers come to
participate and collect the seeds. It is also about the larger awakening
among farmers about the value of the traditional seeds, the importance
of seed saving, the experience of climate resilience of seeds and
regaining confidence and faith in their role as seed savers. Farmers
who collect the seeds are supposed to return double the quantity next
year to add to the seed bank. Every year the number of farmers coming
back with double the quantity of seeds is increasing.

The farmers who participate in the seed festival, many of
them almost every year have shared their experiences with the SOR
campaign team. Along with the interesting information the team
gathered, they could also collate some data on yields, about the care
and effort required to grow some of the varieties and the kind of
climate and soil different varieties are suited for . What was most
inspiring was that many of the farmers who attended the seed festival
have further shared the seeds with neighbouring farmers, leading us
to believe that there is a multiplier effect to the seed festival. This
embodies the spirit of farming; the farmer grows crops using the energy
of the sun and the fertility of the soil and shares his bounty with
fellow beings and returns nutrition to the soil as well. Seed saving
and seed sharing captures that spirit. Below are some excerpts of
interviews with farmers who have collected seeds and have moved to
growing traditional paddy varieties. These interviews were conducted
during the November 2011 seed festival at Adirengam.

Below we give a table of indicative yields of the various rice
varieties based on the interviews conducted. Traditional rice varieties
and yields (from farmer interviews)
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Going ahead This seed festival is truly an effort to recapture seeds,

similar seed conservation efforts are taking place in Karnataka (which

was featured in a previous issue of PADDY), in Kerala, Orissa and

West Bengal. As corporate control over seeds is increasing on one

hand, seed revival and recapturing of seed sovereignty by farmers is

the way ahead to preserve our food sovereignty and our heritage for

the coming generations.

Source: http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy—news-

letter-july-2013-35784932
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WHERE IS OUR ORYZA?

 Shalini Bhutani

India  story

Hybrid rice (HR) is one amongst the “modern” agricultural

practices such as latest breeding tools, new genetic resources,

advanced biotechnology, etc. that India is going after to supposedly

increase its food production. The Government of India (GoI) has a

target to bring 3 million hectares under HR varieties by 2012; and by

2015 hybrids are expected to cover at least 5 million hectares of the

rice in India. To see that through the GoI in July 2010 constituted a

centrallevel ‘Task Force on Hybrid Rice’.

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) started a

focused HR research programme in 1989 and a HR research network

comprising 12 centres across the country was set up with the

Directorate of Rice Research (DRR), Hyderabad as the hub. While HR

research started in India in the 80s, the first HR variety was released

in Andhra Pradesh in the 1993- 1994 rabi season. the period of HR

R&D in India can be categorised into: first-generation hybrids (1994-

98), second-generation hybrids (1999-2003), and thirdgeneration

hybrids (2004 until now).

How it began

The possibility of hybridising rice emerged from early work

by Indian rice scientists (Sampath and Mohanty, 1954). Japan and

USA both attempted hybridisation of rice and dropped it. It is in China

that HR was developed and its high-yield performance first

demonstrated. Professor Yuan Longping, a Chinese agriculturist is

regarded as the father of HR. In China, HR research started in 1964

and it was in 1974 that the first commercial rice hybrid was released

there. And the Chinese communist state pushed the widespread

adoption of HR by its farmers. In 1979 the HR technology was also

transferred to USA.
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HR research at IRRI started when some leading hybrids from

China (Shan You 6, Wei You 6, and Shen You 2) were introduced in 1978

and evaluated in 1979.1 In 1993 the first rice hybrid developed at

IRRI was released in the Philippines. In 1995, FAO, IRRI and national

agricultural research systems (NARS) established the International

Task-Force for Hybrid Rice (INTAFOHR).

Rice business

A large number of private companies engaged in R&D and

seed production have in the last decade recognised the business

potential of HR. The hybridisation technique is a tool for companies

to cutoff their biggest competition, which is from farm-saved seed.

Farmers who choose to buy and grow hybrids must buy new seed

every year if they want the high(er) yields. So the technology in itself

works like a biological patent.

In India the private seed companies involved in HR include

both domestic and foreign, such as Pioneer Overseas Corp., Hybrid

Rice International (Bayer Bio Science), Paras Extra Growth Seeds Ltd.,

Parry Monsanto Ltd., Mahyco Ltd., JK Agri Genetics Ltd., Ganga Kaveri

Seeds Pvt. Ltd., Metahelix Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd., Nath Biogene Ltd., Sri

Ram Bioseed India Ltd., Indo-American Hybrid Seeds, Advanta.

 India Ltd. and Syngenta India Ltd.

The private sector benefits from the slew of incentives and

subsidies that governments have made available to promote HR. For

instance, Syngenta India Ltd. has launched its own ‘Green Revolution

in Eastern States’ (GRES) project for which it will be drawing on funds

from the Indian government for the promotion of its hybrid rice seeds

and pesticides2.

 Odisha angle

Most of India’s HR is grown in the country’s north and east.

With rice as the staple crop, the eastern Indian state of Odisha finds

itself at the centre of the second ‘Green Revolution’ (GR II). The use of

hybrids is a key component of this so-called ‘revolution’. The state is

famed for the tribals of its Jeypore Tract who domesticated aus

varieties of rice ten thousand years ago. The state of Odisha is

historically regarded as one of the centres of origin and domestication

of rice, from where rice first moved to other parts of India. Even today
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several farmers are saving numerous traditional rice varieties that

are locally adaptive, culturally acceptable and performing adequately.

 Odisha is also home to the CRRI, Cuttack which instead of

pursuing its public mandate, is now moving to develop marketable

hybrid varieties of rice. It has signed five MoUs with private seed

companies for production of CRRI hybrid rice seeds and parental

lines. CRRI has also been designated as the nodal agency for the

Government of India project “Bringing Green Revolution to Eastern

India (BGREI)”. This was launched in the year 2010-11 in seven States

of Eastern India namely Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Eastern

Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and Odisha based on strategic action

plans developed by these States.3

Food ‘security’

The justification given for the promotion of HR is that yields

need to be increased to feed a growing number of people and that

there is going to be less land to do that in future. Addressing this

problem head-on should imply that more number of people be allowed

to grow their own food and governments ought to stop the diversion of

land for non-agricultural purposes. Many central and state government

schemes promote hybrid versus conventional rice thereby subsidising

the private sector. The Food Corporation of India has already been

asked to procure HR.

 Small farmers were initially slow to move to HR in India and

hesitant to keep cropping it. Surveys have shown that the seed cost for

HR in all states is significantly higher than the seed cost of inbred

rice. Due to the inferior grain quality HR grain fetched almost the

same price as inbred rice grain in some states. It is only in the last 5-

6 years, given more incentives by governments and enabling

environment for seed companies that HR has picked up.

The technology itself and the fact that it is controlled by

someone else outside the farm have serious implications for farmers’

rights. HR reduces farmers into merely being growers of someone

else’s proprietary seeds. Thus, the so-called ‘farmers’ rights’ in

domestic laws become meaningless if the government promotes hybrid

seeds.
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 ‘Alternatives’ exist! Farmers themselves are returning to

traditional paddy varieties. So the question is: why the original rice

of the people of India is not being officially encouraged.

Why hybrid rice?

 Endnotes 1 S.S. Virmani and Ish Kumar, June 2004 Development and

use of hybrid rice technology to increase rice productivity in the tropics 2

Syngenta to enhance rice output in eastern states http://www.

thehindubusinessl ine.com/industry-and-economy/agri-biz/

article2388476.ece 3 bgrei-rkvy.nic.in/Background/Background.pdf

Summary of the report titled “Where is Our Oryza? Hybrid Rice in India

and its impacts on farmers’ rights over seeds” authored by Shalini Bhutani

and published by Living Farms.

Source:http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy—

news-letter-january-to-april—2012-54925336
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FIGHTING SALINITY BY REVIVING
TRADITIONAL RICE VARIETIES

Anitha Reddy and Krishna Prasad, Sahaja Samrudha

Hit by crop failure due to increased salinity in soil, owing to

water surge in the natural tanks, farmers of the Tumkur1 and Chitradurga

areas of Karnataka are reverting to cultivation of traditional saline tolerant

paddy in the hope that it would feed them.

The fields of farmers in the region that adjoins the tank

command area was rendered saline due to stagnation of water. Farmers

here have always faced salinity problem but had coped with it by growing

traditional  saline tolerant varieties that they had conserved for

generations. But in the last few decades the situation has turned grave and

the salinity in the soil has increased tremendously. Farmers say that with the

changes in agriculture the salinity has increased in the soil and the

introduction of high yielding varieties to problem soils, with the aim of

increasing production, has not only resulted in yield failure but has also

contributed to the genetic erosion of traditional landraces. Intensive

agriculture practices, years of monocropping and more importantly

indiscriminate usage of chemicals has left the soil infertile. Earlier farmers

practiced crop rotation and grew crops using traditional methods but

now the younger generation of farmers lack the understanding to cope

with saline soil and do not have the knowledge to use alternate

crops or methods to overcome the situation.

With cultivation patterns changing since the 1970’s the salinity has

increased. Now the soil has no fertility and has become very hard and growing

any crop here is posing a huge problem. The salinity in the soil is pushing

farmers to grow the saline tolerant traditional crops their forefathers

cultivated, says Mallikarjun Hosapalya of Dhanya, an organization

working in Tumkur District. He says, “The high-yielding paddy dies soon

after being sown in the fields. As the pH level in the soil increases with
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saline conditions and with low rainfall, there is leaching of calcium and

automatically there is increase in sodium, which leaves salt deposits. The

sodium comes to the surface and makes the soil more saline. Farmers can

grow only if the salinity is low but due to low rainfall the salinity has

increased and only traditional paddy varieties can tolerate it”.

Some farmers have modified and adapted alternate techniques as

a coping strategy to deal with the problem of salinity. But not much has

been done with regard to the yield performance of the varieties. They are

familiar with local varieties and these have many positive characteristics -

taste, price, and milling value are better than that of the HY varieties, though

yield is less compared to rice grown in other areas. But its sustainability

requires awareness and some technical involvement to increase the yield.

Sahaja Samrudha,2 in collaboration with Dhanya3, and with

participation of knowledgeable farmers, has evolved a reliable approach

of collection, evaluation and systematic cataloguing of available saline tolerant

rice varieties. This was initiated for more than twenty- five varieties that were

collected from a single region. Sahaja Samrudha has combed the entire coastal

belt of Karnataka and collected the salt tolerant varieties,i.e. the Kagga

varieties that are very popular and highly salt tolerant. The collected

germplasm has also been distributed to farmers for being cultivated at

target sites. On-farm conservation was undertaken mainly to improve the

performance of varieties that yield less due to mixture in the varieties.

Participatory crop improvement selection has been found to be more

effective for selection and development of these varieties. “No doubt,

on-farm conservation of germplasm by farmers wil l  save the

traditional landraces for problem soils and will maintain the

evolutionary processes and guarantee continual supply of germplasm”,

says Dr. Devkumar, a scientist at the University of Agricultural Sciences

(UAS), Bangalore .

Forgotten types of indigenous rice varieties can offer a home grown

solution to the increasing soil salinity. Karnataka state has many saline tolerant

traditional rice varieties that are high in nutritional value and have

medicinal properties, and most are resistant to extreme drought conditions,

diseases and pests and are popular for their taste. Documentation of collected

varieties in relation to the cultivation practices, crop management, and manure

management was carried out along with the farmers by Sahaja Samrudha

and Dhanya in the initial phase of the programme. A number of trials
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were conducted to check if they could withstand salinity. These varieties were

grown using natural inputs such as organic manure, and no chemical

fertilizers or pesticides were used.

As Ajjanna Nayaka of Hosahalli in Pavagada taluk, who is

growing Sanna vadlu rice variety for the past 40 years, says, “this is a fine

grained variety, infact the grains are of superior quality than sona masuri

variety. Crop duration is 4 months and yield is about 20 to 25 bags per acre4,

superior in taste and very soft when cooked”.

Some of the other significant saline tolerant varieties identified

during the exercise by Sahaja Samrudha and Dhanya are :

Picha neelu – This is a most popular saline tolerant variety, with crop

duration of 4½ months, and grows 4 to 5 feet in height. It has good cooking

quality and the grains are grayish black and white in colour and yields

about 20 to 25 quintals per acre5.

Beli picha neelu is highly tolerant to saline conditions of soil and

grows within 4½ to 5 months. A unique method followed by the farmers

for good yield is to broadcast the germinated seeds directly on to the main

field. For good germination, the seeds are dried well and then germinated.

This yields about 25 to 30 qt per acre and is very tasty when cooked. It is

popular among the farmers of Madakasira taluk.

Thokapichaneelu - Thoka means tail in Telugu, as the grain has

awns on both side, hence the name ‘Thokapichaneelu’. Duration of crop

is 4 ½ months and yield is about 20 to 25 qt. per acre.

Paddy varieties like Bilithopu vadlu, Kasanella are unique and highly

saline tolerant, these grow in places where salinity problem occur due to

erratic rainfall.

Choluchangi – is also known as Koralu changi. Tip of the grain has

awns6 and grows profusely with one application of farm yard manure.

Kasarnellu, Bilitokavdlu, Kari tokavdlu, Bilipichanellu, Pichanellu, Jowguri

have a crop duration of 4 to 5 months and yield about 20 -25 bags per acre.

The grains are bold and long and are cultivated in Chitradurga and

Pavagada. Sannanellu and Tokepichanellu are small and fine grain varieties.

Mullubatha, Chintapolavodlu, Karichannangi, Bilichannangi, and Cholu

channangi are medium grain varieties, grown in Sira and Pavagada

region.
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As rice is one of the major food crops, development of cultivars with

enhanced salt stress-tolerance will undoubtedly have a positive effect

on food production. As soil salinity tolerance of rice is a complex trait

consisting of several physiological characters, research about the

development of rice varieties tolerant to salinity is meagre. Hence, reviving

cultivation of traditional saline tolerant varieties and developing rice

varieties that are appropriate to prevailing local conditions is imperative.

If breeders work together with farmers there are possibilities for developing

appropriate varieties, while maintaining and enhancing biodiversity. These

would be far more relevant and superior to the new saline tolerant GE varieties

being created, in the formal research systems, that may not be appropriate

to prevailing local conditions.

 Is genetic engineered rice that is tolerant to salinity a necessity,

when our farmers for generations have developed varieties that are

tolerant to saline and drought conditions

Endnotes1 The Tumkur district is the third largest district in the state, next

only to Gulbarga and Belgaum. Tumkur falls under the semi arid zone of

Karnataka, which is considered as one of the most backward districts. The

district average rainfall is 688 mm per annum but it is sporadic, erratic and

inconsistent with an average of 34 to 54 rainy days in a year. All the taluks

were declared as drought prone (meaning inconsistent rainfall) and the

average rainfall recorded in past 10 years is 744 mm
2 is an organic farmers association of Karnataka and is a people’s movement

to preserve India’s traditional farming practices and conserve the rich

biodiversity of indigenous crop varietie3 is an organization based at Tumkur

and works on water conservation, traditional seed conservation and organic

farming, they have been working for the past two years with a few farmers to

conserve saline rice varieties
4 bags usually will be approx between 60 to 70 kgs
5 One quintal = 100 kilograms
6 an awn is either a hair- or bristle-like appendage on a larger structure

Source:Paddy N0.6&7 April 2010
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FOLK RICE CONSERVATION WORK
IN WEST BENGAL

 Dr.Anupam Paul

Our rich bio-resources Our rich bio-resources: Our rich bio-

resources Owing to the edaphoclimatological factors, rice became

the staple food of Eastern India since millennia. There were more than

5000 region specific indigenous rice varieties (folk rice) in West

Bengal. A survey report published in 1930 showed that the erstwhile

Bengal province had 15000 rice varieties. However, majority of these

belonged to Bangladesh. Our forefathers have developed and selected

these varieties from a single crop species of rice, ie, Oryza sativa

aiming to meet the food security of future generations. But we have

forgotten to acknowledge their contribution.Each variety is unique

with specific characteristics like disease resistance, flood tolerance,

flood as well as drought tolerance, high grain yields, aroma etc.

Farmer-selected crop varieties are not only adapted to local soil and

climatic conditions but also fine-tuned to diverse local ecological

conditions and cultural preferences (Deb 2009). For example,

Kalonunia and Chamarmani are blast resistant rice varieties. Low

lying areas are replete with flood tolerant varieties. A wide genetic

base provides “built-in insurance” (Harlan 1992) against crop pests,

pathogens and climatic vagaries.

More than 82000 (NBPGR, 2007-08) rice varieties were

selected and cultivated by the farmers of the Indian subcontinent.

Nearly 600 high yielding varieties (HYV) were developed by crossing

indica and japonica or selections from the cross. Out of those varieties

only four – five HYVs are popular in each state. High yielding varieties

do not give high grain yield in all locations especially in marginal

lands prone to floods, drought and/or salinity . Hence, calling these

HYVs is inappropriate and they may be called modern varieties (MVs).
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How important are these

 Since the devastation caused by AILA, in May 2009, farmers

of Sundarban have been desperately searching for true salt tolerant

indigenous rice varieties . Earlier they used to grow these in their

fields. Along with the introduction of the MVs coupled with the erection

of high embankments around the saline rivers, farmers started

increasing the area of MVs, replacing the region specific salt tolerant

rice varieties. This has been the practice for the last 25 years or so.

Farmers chose them as the varieties were considered to be ‘miracle

seeds’. However, with the passage of time, the farmers have realized

the severe drawbacks of these miracle seeds. But, neither the farmers

nor the relevant institutes conserved the diverse salt tolerant rice

varieties because the modern varieties were supposedly doing well in

the farmers’ fields. Salt tolerant varieties like Matla, Hamilton and

Amarican mota have already vanished from farmers’ fields. Nearly

150 indigenous varieties are extant in farmers’ fields of West Bengal.

The AILA was an eye opener; it showed that local varieties are best

suited if the so called MVs are wiped out by a natural disaster or fail

in marginal conditions.

 It has already been established that no modern rice variety

can survive in marginal environmental conditions. Traditional crop

varieties are often recorded to have out-yielded modern varieties in

marginal environmental conditions (Cleveland et al.2000). Farmers

were lured to grow MVs along with subsidized fertilizers, pesticides

and pump sets. They were made to believe that it was the only option

to increase grain yield in order to combat the perceived threat of

famine. They were never told about the potentialities of region specific

indigenous high yielding varieties vis-à-vis possible damage caused

by the agro-chemicals and its long term effects, withdrawal of ground

water or the cost of growing MVs. The MVs gave good yield during the

initial years of Green Revolution. Now grain yield of MVs have been

officially declining despite heavy application of agro-chemicals. The

chemical intensive agriculture has not only expunged the local crop

genetic diversities but also their wild relatives that are the only source

of unique genes for disease and pest resistance (Deb 2005)
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Comparative Yield Study

 Ideally comparative yield studies should be conducted

between folk rice and modern varieties in the same land situation but

there are very few studies on this aspect. Comparison was made only

on the grain yield and not on the total productivity of the rice fields.

Low lying areas with deep water paddy can also provide fish along

with grain and straw, whereas, the paddy straw and the amount of

fish and snail etc of MVs is not considered as an important by-product.

For example, the mainstream agriculturists consider the grain yield

of folk variety Asanliya in the undulating drought prone area of Purulia

district (marginal lands) poor in comparison to grain yield of MV in

the plain lands of Burdwan district, cultivated using chemical

fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation. However, this comparison is not

scientifically tenable.

The Biodiversity Conservation Farm under the Agricultural

Training Centre, Fulia, West Bengal has been conducting comparative

studies for the last couple of years. All the folk rice varieties have

been grown through Single Plant Transplanting (SPT). The Table 1 clearly

shows that the folk rice varieties are no less than HYVs in terms of

yields. Apart from grain yield folk rice gives substantial amount of

palatable straw necessary for fodder and roof thatching. But these

are ignored in mainstream agriculture, which looks only at grain yield.

The data indicates that modern varieties have already

replaced most of the folk rice varieties from farmers’ fields. Farmers

have no choice; they have to cultivate modern varieties along with

purchased seeds, fertilizers and pesticides. But many of them have

started to raise the question about the efficacy of modern varieties

regarding the consistency of grain yield and the cost of production.

There is no specific published data on the extent of area under

folk rice varieties. The figures were collected from various sources.

Besides the above mentioned area of 72965 ha under folk rice varieties,

other varieties are still cultivated sporadically

Seed Requirement and Seed Production in West Bengal

 Prior to t West Bengal: he Green Revolution (GR) farmers

used to exchange seeds among themselves and thereby conserved

thousands of region specific varieties through cultivation. Since the
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Green Revolution, seeds became a commodity like any other marketable

product being sold from the agro input dealers.

Farmers never exchanged poor quality seed with the

neighbouring farmers, on the contrary now a section of seed dealers

sell non-seeds or spurious seeds to its customers – the farmers.

There was no dearth of seed during the preGreen Revolution

period as farmers knew the techniques for seed production and

preservation. Moreover, crop seeds were not considered a marketable

commodity. With the onset of externalization of agricultural inputs in

the name of GR, farmers do not want to take up the burden of seed

production and preservation as seeds are available in the market.

The requirement of rice seed for Aus, Aman and Boro in West

Bengal is around 98000 tonnes and the state produces nearly 70000

tonnes per year. The remaining 28000 tonnes come from other states.

The total cost of seed would be around Rs 245 crore ( 98000 tonnes x

Rs 25000/ tonne). If the area under folk rice is increased by 50% of the

total rice area, there could be a savings of Rs 122.5 crores. Moreover,

one does not need to replace the seed every three years, like in the

case of modern varieties, for it can be continued over a thousand

years provided seed production and conservation techniques are

properly maintained. It is worth mentioning that the scented varieties

like Kalanamak and Basmati are more than 2500 years old and are

still in vogue.

Rice Conservation in West Bengal through the Department of

Agriculture,Govt of West Bengal

 Rice Research Station Chuchura (Chinsurah) of West Bengal

began rice conservation since the 1930s. During the 1960s it had

more than 3500 folk rice varieties and these were also donated to the

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), Philippines. However, the

centre had selected many improved rice varieties out of the folk rice.

At present it has more than 800 folk rice varieties. It also distributes

folk rice varieties among the farmers. The station published a book on

sixty folk rice varieties in 1962 (Recommended varieties of paddy for

West Bengal, Directorate of Agriculture, Govt of West Bengal). In 2008,

46 years since its inception, the centre also published a book on 467

folk rice varieties giving some major characters of the varieties (The

Rice Biodiversity in West Bengal, Directorate of Agriculture, Govt of
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West Bengal). However, there might be some repetition for a particular

variety may be known by different names in different places. Scientific

methods like DNA finger printing and other morphological studies

can sort out the problem of duplication. In West Bengal DNA finger

printing has been done for nearly 150 varieties.

Agriculture Training Centre, Fulia

Inspired by the works of Vrihi of Bankura, the author of the

article has started conservation of folk rice since 2001 at the

demonstration farm at the Agriculture Training Centre, Fulia and now

the centre has about 300 folk rice varieties. After constant persuasion,

the centre was declared as a Biodiversity Conservation Farm by the

Directorate of Agriculture in 2006. Initially, the centre had collected

22 varieties from Vrihi. It also collected folk rice varieties from farmers,

the Development Research Communication and Services Centre (DRCSC

) ,Kolkata, Swanirvar of Baduria, N 24 Pgs., different farmers across

the state, Sambhab of Odisha, Thanal of Kerala, Sahaja Samrudha of

Bangalore, and others in Nagaland, Assam and Maharastra. Till date

more than 350 farmers have received folk rice varieties directly from

the centre and the seeds reach more than 500 farmers indirectly.

Different universities are taking the folk varieties for various studies

like morphological studies, DNA finger printing, estimation of vitamin

B complex, protein and minerals. Agricultural universities like Bidhan

Chandra Krishi Viswavidyala, Viswa Bharati of Santiniketan have

collected more than 30 and 155 varieties respectively from the centre.

District Seed Farm, Mathabhanga,Cooch Bihar

It has just Cooch Bihar: stated conserving 30 folk rice varieties

out of which 22 varieties were received from ATC, Fulia. The District

Seed Farm, Cooch Bihar has been maintaining six folk varieties for the

last five years.Non Governmental EffortVrihi (means rice in Sanskrit,

www.basudha. org), a farmers’ organization in its true sense was ),

established in 1998 by the renowned ecologist Dr Debal Deb in

collaboration with Navdanya of New Delhi at Basudha of Bankura

district. Initially Sri Arun Ram, Amalendu Mukherjee, Late Nirmal

Mahata joined him. Later Sri Debdulal Bhattacharaya joined. Since

then it started collecting folk varieties from the farmers’ fields giving

due acknowledgement. Dr Deb had started the work of folk rice

conservation in 1992-93 while serving the WWF in Kolkata. It
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characterized 416 folk rice varieties in detail (vide Seeds of Tradition,

Seeds of Future, Navdanya, New Delhi 2005). The Protection of Plant

Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Authority, New Delhi (PPVRA) has

awarded Vrihi for the characterization of Jugal (means double seeded

rice) and Sateen (means triple seeded rice) in 2009. It established the

largest nongovernmental seed exchange centre in Eastern India. At

present Vrihi conserves 850 folk rice varieties at Kerandiguda village,

in Roygada district of Odisha. Its base since 2011. Sri Bhirab Saini on

behalf of Vrihi is now conserving 116 varieties at Basudha. Vrihi

contributed more than 80 varieties to Bose Institute, Kolkata and 46

varieties to Viswa Bharati for DNA finger printing and other studies.

Institutional efforts

The Bose Institute, Kolkata is maintaining 150 folk rice

varieties at their Madhyamgram farm for DNA finger printing and

other research purposes. DNA finger printing and other biochemical

studies have been done for 100 varieties. The Department of

Agriculture, University of Kolkata has 150 folk rice varieties and DNA

finger printing has been done for 47 varieties. However, they do not

grow all the varieties every year as they preserve the seeds at low

temperature.

Other organizations Other organizations and efforts by

individual farmers

Prior to the Green revolution, farmers used to cultivate different

traditional varieties in different locations and earned additional

income from straw, small fish and snails, organic matter from

associated plants that grew in rice fields and nutritious grains from

associated plants like Shyama (Echinocloa sp). There are still

thousands of farmers who stick to folk rice for their livelihood. We

must acknowledge them for keeping the region specific folk varieties

alive to withstand natural calamities as the so called HYVs cannot

combat adversities.

Rays of Hope

 International organisations like the United Nations (UN),

the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), national governments,

institutions, scientists working in mainstream agriculture, civil society

and farmers have started realizing the importance of cultivation of

folk crops and conservation thereof in farmers’ fields. Though there
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is an institutional apathy towards folk crop conservation and there is

hardly any allocation of funding for promotion and studying the folk

rice varieties. The UN has declared 2011-20 as the Decade of

Biodiversity. The Biodiversity Act, 2002, has come into effect a decade

back. All most all the states have Biodiversity Boards to monitor,

document and promote biodiversity conservation for our future food

security. Many farmers have come forward to conserve folk crop

varieties. Different seed festivals are being organized all over India in

order to promote the importance of folk crops with regard to crop-

biodiversity and future food security, taste and aroma, nutritional

qualities, medicinal values, region specificity and eco friendly nature.

Different state government farms have collected folk seed from

the centre. The centre sets a record in the history of Indian agriculture

for no government farm has ever distributed so many folk seeds in a

year. The centre also revaluates the varietal characters of the seeds

conserved.

References: Cleveland, DA., D. Soleri and S E Smith, 2000, A biological

framework for understanding farmers’ plant breeding, Economic Botany,
54:337-394

Deb, Debal, on behalf of VRIHI, 2005, Seeds of tradition, seeds of future: Folk

rice varieties of Eastern India, Research Foundation for Science Technology

Deb, Debal, 2009, Biodiversity and Complexity of Rice Farm Ecosystems: An
Empirical Assessment, The Open Ecology Journal, 2009, 2, 112-129, 1874-
2130, \ [URL:www.bentham.org/open/toecolj/ articles/V002/112TOECOLJ.pdf

Harlan J R, 1992, Crops and Man (2nd edition), American Society of Agronomy,

Inc and Crop Science Society of America, Inc., Madison, WI. pp148
National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources, Report, 2007-08, Indian Council
of Agricultural Research, New Delhi

Footnotes 1 For example Kaloboro in Fulia of Santipur Block in Nadia,
Kataribhog in N Dinajpur, Dorangi, Sabita, Patnai in S 24 and N Pg s, Dharial,
Malsira, Pakri in Jalpaiguri, Talmugur, Hogla, Hamai, Malabati,Katarangi,

Kumragore, Lilabati, Moulo, Lalgetu, Getu, Sadagetu etc in Sundarban area,
Kalma, Raniakanda in Howrah, Laghu in Murshidabad, Sungibaran in Birbhum,
Buria in Purba Medinipur, Tulsimanjari, adhunipagal and Laghusa l in Birbhum.

Source:http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy—news-letter-
january-2014-30089860
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Food

Eating is an Agricultural Act

Wendell Berry
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RED RICE MARKETING –
THE STORY FROM KARNATAKA

Seema Prasad

Where are the buyers?

Mr. Sadashivu, afarmer from Kottagarahalli, Magadi taluk, was

busy since morning arranging for the milling of his paddy. Later, with the

help of his wife Meenakshi, he cleaned and graded the rice. They separated

the small broken rice and packed the rice into 1 kg packets and tried to

write the name of the rice - Salem sanna- and the price, in English, using

a sketch pen, on the packets.

The very next day he caught the early morning bus to Bangalore,

to participate in the organic festival organized by Sahaja Samrudha.

He was worried whether the 20kgs of rice packets he carried will find

buyers or he would be forced to bring them back. In his mind he was

rehearsing what he would tell the customers about the rice variety that

he grew organically.

It took him three hours and changing three buses (all the while

carrying the 20 kgs of rice) to reach Bangalore. He did not even stop to

have breakfast and rushed to the venue. There he was given a table to

display his rice. He opened the sack, took out the packets and found to his

dismay that the writing on most of the packets was partially erased. He

was alittle upset with his wife for hastily packing the packets into the sack

before the writing dried on the labels. He was worried that his effort in

growing the paddy, processing and packing will be negated by the messy

packets. He tried to clean the writing using a wet cloth. He sought the help

of a volunteer to write the name and price of the rice on a piece of paper

and placed it over the rice packets. He placed stones on the corners of

the paper to prevent it from being blown away by the wind.
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People began trickling in slowly and the meeting officially

began. Consumers were listening to him speak about the rice

characteristics but were not buying the rice; he had managed to sell

only two packets. He felt that maybe the price was high and he should

reduce it. Then he dropped the idea as that would have resulted in losses

for him. During lunch time some people gathered again to listen and a

few among them picked the rice. By evening he was left with just two

kilograms of unsold rice. Krishna Prasad,Director, Sahaja Samrudha

promised him that he will buy the remaining rice and not to worry about

taking it back. He also told Sadashivu to bring about 30kgs of rice for

the next month’s meeting. Sadashivu went home happy having sold all

his rice and at a better price. The year before, he had to sell his organically

grown Salem sanna rice, in the regular market, for a nominal price.

This happened in 2003. It all began with farmers like Sadashivu

selling 10, 20, 30 kilograms of rice in 2003, from there the marketing of

traditional red rice varieties has come a long way in Karnataka. The

quantity of rice sold through the Save our Rice Campaign in Karnataka in

2013 crossed 100 tonnes. However, we realize that even this is a drop in

the ocean of rice marketing in the state.

Seed saving to rice marketing!

Sahaja Samrudha1 began its seed conservation activities in

2003 and in 2006 began coordinating the Save Our Rice Campaign2 in

Karnataka. The initial focus, rightly so, was on getting as many seed

saver farmers to conserve varieties and to multiply seeds, season after

season. At some point the realization dawned on us that seed conservation

as an end in itself with no economic support and/or demand for the rice

was not sustainable in the long run.

That’s when we (the Campaign team) decided that these

traditional varieties, which were being diligently conserved by farmers,

should have a market and committed consumers who buy and eat it season

after season.

Thus began the saga of marketing of traditional rice varieties.

On one hand, it is difficult to change the taste and mentality of the urban

consumers, on the other; farmers are reluctant to grow traditional rice

varieties unless a good market price is assured. Traditional rice varieties

are usually large in size and are normally not white in colour. However,

many of these rare varieties are still being cultivated in remote villages
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for their excellent taste, special characteristics, performance

(drought resistance, disease resistance, and salt-tolerance), health

benefits and cooking qualities.

We tapped into this understanding about traditional rice

varieties and gathered indigenous knowledge associated with

traditional rice varieties and began highlighting these special

qualities. We also undertook the process of laboratory based analysis

of local varieties to assess their nutritional and other values. Even

though we had gathered a lot of local wisdom about the qualities of the

traditional rice varieties, we were astonished with the results of the

laboratory reports.

The reports established that these varieties have greater

nutritional content and properties beneficial to health compared to

popular polished rice varieties available in the market. We put out these

results through our posters, leaflets, and articles. The media coverage

and rice melas helped spread this information which influenced many

people to move to traditional rice.

Rice Melas bring in new rice lovers!

We came up with the idea of conducting regular rice melas in

different regions of the state to create awareness among consumers

about the health benefits of consuming these traditional varieties

(which were the staple of their forefathers). We also wanted to expose

people to the unique and distinctive characteristics of these rices and

also facilitate the interaction between farmers and consumers at the

mela. The melas were designed toprovide tasting sessions of cooked rice,

displays of rice, and colourful posters with interesting information

about rice varieties and products with paddy rice.

Rice for daily consumption, rice for dosa and idli, rice for pulav

and biryani, diabetic rice, healthy red rice, payasam rice, and medicinal

rice were introduced to the people gradually. Delicious recipes

wereprepared using these traditional rice varieties; they were attractively

displayed and were offered for tasting during melas. Wealso came across

many consumers who were already educated, by doctors or

nutritionists, about the beneficial qualities of these varieties.
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We organized ( and continue to organize) numerous melas in

Bangalore and other cities in Karnataka and other metros of India. Each

mela has a distinctive theme for example, the organic mela, the desi (

indigenous) rice mela, the red rice mela, the biodiversity mela and the

safe food mela. The themes pique the curiosity of the public and supported

by media coverage brings in foot falls.

 On an average each Mela has been attracting about four-five

thousand consumers, rice buyers and /or visitors. In addition the print

media, both in English and Kannada, has helped tremendously bycovering

the Melas, doing interesting stories on the rice varieties, benefits of red

rice and organic rice, farmers and seed saving efforts. The media coverage

has helped in creating significant awareness among the public.

Almost every Mela has seen sales worth three-four lakh rupees

and in 2013, in terms of quantity, annual sale of traditional rice varieties

crossed 100 tonnes. However, this is only a beginning as the

consumption of traditional rice varieties is only a very small fraction

compared to the total consumption of rice in the state.

A challenging journey

The journey of popularizing traditional red rice varieties and

reviving the culture of growing, processing, selling and eating traditional

rice varieties has been fraught with challenges. One of the major problems

is the lack of working capital to procure the paddy on time from farmers.

Rice millers initially refused to process small volumes of rare rice

varieties. Even with the millers who were willing to do it contamination

during the milling process was unavoidable. Even today we are forced

to discard the first many kilos of rice. On the processing front the

other problem was the unavailability, in south India, of processing

units that can deal with long fine grain rice.

Since the scale of growing the rare rice varieties was ( and is

relatively) small, marketing this small quantity and creating demand

has resulted in a chicken and egg situation. By the time we create demand

we would run out of rice and when the rice arrived the next season,

the consumers would have moved on and we would be forced to create

fresh demand. This was partly because the farmers did not dare to grow

more without an assured market, and partly because most of us have

forgotten the seasonality of food. Also the other issue that we constantly

battle with is the short shelf life of unpolished traditional rice. We incur
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losses if the rice remains unsold. Consumers are unhappy when the

rice gets infested with bugs and we struggle to make them understand

that because no chemicals are used and presence of bran makes it attractive

for the bugs. All they need to do is to dry the rice periodically in the sun,

however, “hyper-convenience” many a time triumphs over taste and health.

Climate change is also making things difficult; the percentage

of recovery of rice is reducing due to erratic weather conditions and

poor rain. For example there is the problem of choppy rice and broken

rice both of which happen due to lack of rains or rains at the wrong time .

The lack of a common pricing policy is still a big issue. Growers and

buyers are fixing their own prices and margins. The minimum support

price set by the Government is nowhere near being a viable price for

farmers. In addition the government procurement machinery doesn’t

recognize the properties or unique characteristics of traditional rice

varieties. As of now traditional rice growers depend on the market to

sell their rice.

Conclusion

We have come a long way facing all these challenges, learning

out of past experiences and finding suitable solutions for the situations

today. We aregiving the best possible price to our farmers and selling at

a reasonable price to our consumers. With the support from the

Campaign, NABARD and Deshpande Foundation, Sahaja Samrudha has

created a first of its kind exclusive brand to market traditional rice. The

brand is called ‘Namma Anna’. Apart from rice and value added rice

products, innovatively designed paddy jewellery have been introduced

to the market in collaboration with Jungle Jewels. This traditional rice

marketing initiative is gaining recognition and is being replicated byvarious

groups in other states as well. Our desire is to increase the acres under

traditional, climate friendly, healthy rice varieties and to reintroduce

traditional rice into more homes.

Source:http://indianricecampaign.org/downloads/view/paddy-

newsletter-23amp24-july-2014-23727584
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BLACK RICE- OUR DELICIOUS,
HEALTHY HERITAGE

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty

My first sight of black rice was a few years back during a seed

festival organized by the Save Our Rice Campaign. I was fascinated by

the purple black grain glistening in my palm. I did not buy it then nor

did I attempt to cook it. That happened a few years later. By then I had

become involved intensively in the Rice Campaign and passionate

about traditional rices. We had taken to using 10-12 varieties of rice

a year. Finally we attempted a sweet payasam with Burma black

rice, which I purchased from a seed festival organized by Sahaja

Samruddha. When cooked the rice became more purple than black,

sticky, and tasted heavenly with just the addition of jaggery. We added a

bit of ghee just for the fragrance and it was just out of this world!

When we talk to friends about our passion for traditional

rices, the stock responses we get from them range from, isn’t rice

fattening, doesn’t it cause diabetes to I have completely gone off rice

and so on. All the ills of modern day diets are attributed to rice and we

think that by simply eliminating rice from our menu we will be perfectly

fine. I think this is an overreaction to the modern day scourge of

polished white rice which is now the only thing recognized as “rice”.

Rice has also become a reviled water guzzler, as the biggest source of

climate change causing methane emissions. But the story is not this

black and white!

The white polished rice that we eat today is far from the real

nutritious grain which feeds half the population of the world. It has

been completely de-natured by modern day processing, varieties

selected only for yield and convenience have replaced the 1000s of

native cultivars, which have many properties in terms of crop resilience

and superior nutritive value. These land races have evolved through

farmer selection over hundreds or thousands of years. In the last few

decades we have replaced most of them with a small selection of
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improved varieties chosen mainly for yield and responsiveness to

chemical inputs. The traditional red rices and black rices that were

grown had almost disappeared from our paddy fields.

However, in the recent past there has been some positive

change. With increased uptake of organic farming these rice varieties

are experiencing a revival, among farmers and consumers. Many people

are re-adopting red rices in their diets and in their farms. However,

black rices are still an unknown commodity except a couple of popular

ones.

Black Rice

The first stories of black rice emerged out of imperial China

where it was forbidden for common people to have it, only royalty were

allowed to eat it. Farmers grew it for the emperor and were forbidden

from eating it themselves. Many black rices have their origin in South

East Asia, where it is still very popular. Recent research has revealed

that black rices have many nutritional, medicinal properties and are

aromatic.

It is said that all black rices originated from China or Japan (

that is contested) around 10,000 years ago. They are found with long

grain and short grain, with the distinctive purple-black colour and

with amylopectin ( that makes it sticky when cooked) and high levels of

anthocyanin. The fibre rich black rice contains more Vitamins B and

E, niacin, calcium, magnesium, iron and zinc than white rice and has

anthocyanins that act as detoxifying agents. Black rice contains more

anthocyanins than many dark fruits, has anti-inflammatory

properties, has antioxidants, and is rich in fibre, iron and other

minerals and are mostly aromatic. “The rice arrests proliferation

of cancerous cells, by inducing death of cancerous cells (apoptosis).

It has anti-inflammatory properties and has anti-angiogenesic effects

(inhibition of the formation of new blood vessels which encourages

tumour growth),”1 according to research by a Chinese cancer

specialist. It is also supposed to have anti- carcinogenic properties

and its bran can soothe allergies.

What is interesting about this rice is that almost all of these

are also aromatic. If these paddy varieties are grown with chemicals

(fertilizers or pesticides), they tend to lose their aroma. The aroma also

varies according to the soil where it is grown. Of these black rices very
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few have a black core, they have black bran with a white core. Some of

the Chinese black rices have black core as well.

Sticky rice is popular in South East Asia and not surprisingly

many black varieties have their origin there, for example Burma black

as the name suggests is from Myanmar and Black jasmine rice is from

Thailand. Many varieties have their origin in Mainland China.

Black Rice in India

In India we have numerous black rices growing in different

parts of the country. It is most extensively grown in the north east where

it is extremely popular and eaten extensively. The sweet made from

black rice is called Chak- hao ( meaning tasty rice) and is popularly

had during feasts.

The North Eastern state of Manipur is particularly famous for

black rices. According to Manipuri farmer Devakanta , who is an award

winning seed conserver, farmers grow about 20 varieties out of which

Chakhao Poireiton is supposed to be the best. Devakanta is motivating

about 200 organic rice farmers in Manipur to grow black rice. It is

considered to be good for people suffering from viral fever, chikangunea,

dengue etc.

Manipur has almost 10% of its paddy area under black rice;

however poor yields and consumer ignorance about the rice are a

deterrent for increase under area of black rice.

According to Soumik Banerjee associated with the Save Our

Rice Campaign, “Black rice is already being grown by a number of

farmer groups in West Bengal, Odisha and Karnataka. The most popular

varieties are Kala Bhat and Burma Black . The farmers are able to get Rs

100-120 per kg for bulk orders and upto Rs 200 per kg for small

quantities. Biswa Banga of Govt of West Bengal is retailing black rice

at Rs 300 per kg through its outlets.” He added that in Jharkahnd they

are growing Kalabhat and Chak-hao since the last two years.

Dr Anupam Paul who manages the Agriculture Training Centre

in Fulia and is an enthusiastic rice breeder says, “We grow Burma

black, Chak-hao and Kala Bhat in our centre. People are slowly

understanding the importance of black rice and demand is increasing.

The West Bengal government is coming out with a small publication

about black rice’’. Dr. Paul added that there is tremendous possibility
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for growing black rice in the Southern rice growing states as this rice is

highly adaptable.

In terms of yield it is not too bad and the good prices makes

it remunerative for the farmers. But marketing black rice in large

quantities is a problem. In Bardhaman District of West Bengal, Kala

Bhat under conventional transplant (under organic conditions) has shown

yields upto 3.4 MT/ha. Handishala a black rice variety grown in Bargad

district of Odisha yields 2.9 MT/ha under conventional transplant (

under organic conditions). In 2015 Kala Bhat grown on a small plot of

20 sqm under SRI with organic inputs in Sundarpahari, Godda,

Jharkhand showed a mean yield of 472 g per sqm.

In the south of India Karuppu kavuni , a medium grain black

rice, possibly having originated in Indonesia or Malaysia is

extensively used for making a rice based sweet (along with jaggery)

called Chakkarapongal . The glycemic index of the rice is supposed to

be so low that even in a sweet dish it does not cause a sugar spike.

Now organic retailers carry black jasmine rice , Burma black

rice, Karuppu Kauni and other local black rices. Organic markets/shops

are seeing increasing demand for these rices even though in the open

market there is low awareness about these rices and only polished

white rices reign.

I have always believed that agro- biodiversity can be

conserved and promoted only if we eat the agro-diversity. Interest from

people to consume these grains is what will motivate farmers to

conserve these rare grains, multiply and grow these regularly. So the

key is to eat our way into agro-biodiversity! Enjoy the beauty and taste

of black rice.

Try this delicious black rice payasam recipe

Cook one cup of black rice and to the almost cooked rice add

¾ or 1 cup of jaggery and let it simmer on the stove while stirring.

When the rice is cooked and the rice and jaggery is mixed add

powdered cardamom, roasted cashew nuts and raisins for taste and

as a final touch add a spoon of ghee. Stir it and let it simmer for a while

and enjoy the purple , black, healthy , delicious dessert.

Sources: http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/ nothing-to-

beat-black-rice/article8214822.ece http://www.rediff.com/business/report/
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pix-special- manipur-farmer-grows-black-rice-that-cures-cancer/

20151028.htm

Source:http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/goodness-of- the-unpolished-

49757 http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/ nothing-to-

beat-black-rice/article8214822.ece

Source: Paddy N0 29&30 January -April 2016
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BASMATI

Sreedevi Lakshmikutty & Soumik Banerjee

Basmati rice invokes aroma, taste and lovely long grains of

white rice in all our minds. We wait for an opportunity to cook a

special meal with this rice and are proud of this wonderful variety. In

the West, Basmati rice is associated with India, Indian food, Indian

shops and restaurants. What is the reality of Basmati rice? Are we

really growing traditional Basmati rice? Why has it become famous?

Is that the only scented rice we have? Native to the north and eastern

parts of India this long grained, slender, much loved rice has a long

illustrious history . It is also no stranger to controversy. However, is

the claim to fame of this rice over rated?

Origin, history

The origin of the word Basmati is from the words ‘vass’ in

Sanskrit meaning fragrance and ‘matup’ which means ‘possesses’ , so

a rice which possesses fragrance. The earliest mention of scented

rices was in Sushruta’s treatise where cultivars like “Sughandana”

are mentioned. Charaka mentions “Gandhana” rice. The next mention

is a document from Southern India, which dates back 500- 1000 years.

There is a mention of “Deerghasali” – having sweet flavour, and

“Kalama” cultivar. This Kalama mentioned by Sushruta could be a

scented rice. (In Malabar area today all biriyani rices are called

Kazhama rice). Someshwara Deva, a Chalukya King, in 1126 CE, in his

treatise on food and health called Manasollasa mentions Gandhasali(

scented ) among the eight different kinds of rice. Upavana Vinoda by

Saranga Dhara (1301 CE) mentions Kalama (scented)rice. In the 15th

to 17th century CE Acharya Bhavamitra in his treatise on Ayurveda

and foodalso mentions Kalama rice. Ain-I-Akbari written by Abul Fazal

about the regime of Akbar explains in detail about how various rices

are procured for the imperial kitchens including scented rices, which

were highly valued.
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The first record of Basmati rice was in the poem Heer-Ranjha

by Waris Shah in 1766, where the poet mentions Basmati and several

other rices. The name mentioned in Heer Ranjha continues to be used

for this cultivar even today, though place names have got attached to

it. For example: Dehradun Basmati, Amritsar Basmati etc . Botanist

George Watt mentions Basmati in the context of several regions like

Uttar Pradesh, Dehradun, Kashmir and Punjab. From records it seems

that the Basmati grown by farmers in Northern India and Pakistan

has a history of at least 250 years, whereas white coloured fragrant

rices with slender grains seem to have been grown in India for over

2500 years.

Geography

The main Basmati growing areas in India are Punjab,

Uttarakhand (Dehradun, Bijnor, Hardwar, Nagina etc), Haryana,

Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir as well as Punjab province of

Pakistan. It has been observed that Basmati grown outside these

regions do not possess the same superior cooking and grain quality

(long grains, non sticky and fragrant when cooked). It grows best in

warm, humid, valley like conditions. The Basmati rice is

photosensitive, tall, has strong aroma and comparatively lower yields.

Even though Basmati is associated with long-grain scented

rices of north-west India, similar varieties with names Basmati &

Basumati are also found in parts of Odisha, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh,

West Bengal, Terai areas of Bihar & Eastern Uttar Pradesh. Burkill, an

English botanist who worked in India, in the Agriculture Ledger - 1910

describes Basmati as a race of rice cultivated in what is now - Jammu

& Kashmir, Punjab (India & Pakistan), Himachal Pradesh, Shahbad &

Bha-galpur (Bihar), Kathmandu (Nepal), Pabna (Bangla-desh), Sikkim,

Manbhum (Jharkhand & West Bengal) and Bairelly (Uttar Pradesh). A

variety named Balangir Basmati has been registered in name of Harish

Chandra Patel in 2015 by the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers

Rights Authority (PPVFRA)- New Delhi. So where does Basmati rice

belong— across North & East India,Pakistan, Bangladesh or Nepal? .

Patent claim

Basmati was at the centre of a patent claim where a United

States based company called Ricetech patented Basmati rice with the

brand name Texmati.  This shocked the Indian farming groups, and
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scientists working on Basmati rice. A serious challenge was mounted

on this patent application. The moot question was whether Basmati

was a specific variety or a generic name for scented long grained

rices. The Indian team was able to convince the United States patents

office with supporting documents that Basmati is a specific rice variety

grown in the northern Indian plains and is not a generic rice.

 In the recent past there has been a lot of researchinvolving

Basmati as one parent along with other varieties, but most breeders

have named the resultant cultivars as Basmati to benefit from the

fame and recognition attached to the Basmati name. For example

Pusa Basmati. This trend by breeders and scientists to call any cultivar

developed from Basmati as Basmati-something will bring Basmati

into being a generic name and thus dilute India’s claim to the fact that

Basmati is a unique variety.

Currently most of the Basmati rices in the market are

“improved” varieties like Pusa Basmati and its variants.

Basmati in various regions

As per a decree by the King of Tehri only Tapovan village (near

R i s h i k e s h , Uttarakhand) could produce the famous Basmati rice

for the consumption of the royal family. Later the land ownership was

transferred in the name of the head priest of the temple at Rishikesh

and since then Basmati has been grown and used for preparation of

bhog of the temple. However shift in cropping intensity resulted in

decline of the soil quality as well as the loss of the original Basmati

varieties.

Dehradun Basmati used to be grown in the Seola- Majra Belt

in Uttarakhand, however 80% of the best Basmati lands have been

taken over by housing  projects. The traditional Dehradun Basmati

has been replaced by modern varieties like Pusa Basmati, China- 4,

Pant Dhan etc. Only in the valleys of Dudhai Khadar some Dehradun

Basmati may be found.

Champaran Basmati (including one red grained variety) is

still found in Bihar; but the aroma, yield and land area under this

variety is going down due to modern varieties and sugarcane

cultivation. Pakistani Basmati is probably the only original Basmati

landrace still left. However, this rice once grown in Punjab (India)

does not give the same results as Punjab (in Pakistan). Over the years
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increasing use of chemicals, mixing and impurity of seeds, rising

temperature and decline in soil nutrients have taken its toll on the

quality of the rice.

The Basmati we eat today and what are theother choices we have?

So what we eat in the name of Basmati is far away from what

the original Dehradun Basmati or Champaran Basmati was. We may

have already lost the original varieties. Yet Basmati continues to rule

the scented rice markets, while hundreds of other scented rices of

India suffer to find markets.

 Chhattisgarh has more than 200 types of aromatic rices (we

have more than 50 in the rice diversity block maintained by the Save

Our Rice Campaign). Similarly all the rice growing states have their

own scented rices, with distinct aroma, taste and appearance( Read

more about these rices in Beyond Basmati : http://www.thehindu.com/

todayspaper/ tp-features/tp metroplus/beyond-basmati/ article

19183050.ece) . These scented rices are usually small grained and do

not elongate much after cooking and most importantly only few buyers

are aware about these varieties.

We need to promote the non Basmati scented rices of India,

since what is being sold in the market is not in any way indigenous

Basmati and may not be organic as well. We need to find out the last

remnants of Dehradun Basmati, if there are seeds and protect it. These

varieties and the diversity of scented rices is our heritage and if we do

not consume these rices farmers will stop growing them and it will

result in narrowing our rice diversity.Therefore let us while loving

Basmati also adopt the lesser known, yet in no way inferior scented

ricesthat grow in various parts of India.

Jeeraga Samba from Tamil Nadu, Gandhaka Saale from

Karnataka, Mullan Kazhama from Kerala, Ambe Mohar from

Maharashtra. Tulaipanji from West Bengal, Kaala Jeera from Odisha,

Chinnor from Madhya Pradesh, Vishnu Bhog from Chhattisgarh,

Badshah bhog of Eastern India, the aromatic black rices Chakhao

amubi and Chakhao poireiton of Manipur and 100s more …comprise

the treasure trove of our scented rices.

References: A Treatise on the Scented Rices of India, Chapter : Basmati

Rice: A Distinct variety( Cultivar) of the Indian Subcontinent, Y L Nene

Source: Paddy No 34&35 April-July 2017



Save our Rice Campaign

Empowering Communities for Sustainable Food Security

Save our Rice Campaign is a people’s movement to protect the diverse rice cultures

and knowledge, and ensure food sovereignty. In India, it started in 2004, and

empowers communities build sustainable food security and livelihood. It has as

its main objectives -

- Conserving Rice Ecosystems

- Sustaining Rice Culture and Diversity

- Protecting Traditional Wisdom

- Preventing GMOs and Toxics

- Ensuring Safe and Nutritious Food

It has been

· Spreading the campaign among farmers, consumers, policy makers and the

larger public in the states where rice is predominantly grown.

· Establishing community Rice Diversity Blocks (RDBs) and Seed Banks,

conserving and promoting indigenous varieties of paddy seeds.

· Creating awareness about value of rice biodiversity among urban consumers.

· Facilitating adoption of agro-ecological farming in rice ecosystems, and

encouraging farmers, states and local governments to adopt indigenous seeds.

· Enabling active discussions in the media about indigenous seeds and agro-

ecological farming.

The Campaign has been coordinated jointly by Thanal, a voluntary organisation

based in Kerala and CREATE, a consumer organisation based in Tamilnadu. Sahaja

Samrudha from Karnataka and Save our Rice West Bengal are active partners in

the campaign. The Campaign has programmes running in seven states in India -

West Bengal, Tamilnadu, Kerala, Karnataka, Chattisgarh, Jarkhand, Madhya

Pradesh and has outreach in Telangana, Andhra Pradesh and Arunachal Pradesh.
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